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• Disability Awareness Days

Students overcome
disabilities to learn
By Yolanda Sly
Maine Campus staff

Jamie Nelson describes the hardships she has faced in school coping with chronic fatigue
immune syndrome. Panelist Scott Belanger looks on.(Dave Gagne Photo.)

• UMaine Folklife Center

Archive center rich in folklore,
legends dwells here on campus
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
To really enjoy the Maine Folklife Centeratthe University ofMaine,
one must be willing to devote some
time to the thousands of tales the
center has to offer.
At first glance, the half-dozen
rooms spread around the firstfloor of
South Stevens Hallseem tooconventionalto house ghoststories,superstitions,riddles and talesaboutanything
imaginable.
But a further inspection of the
rows of squat gray cabinets reveals
thousands oflegends,sealed in crisp,
whiteenvelops,waiting to bethumbed
through.
Ifthesecabinetscould talk,they'd
tell you stories abouteverything from
angels to worm digging,the tall tales
ofAbe Twaddle and the answer to the
riddle"Whatdo you have if you have
a jarful of belly buttons?"
Folklore professor Edward
"Sandy" Ives established the center
in the basement of Stevens Hall in
1957. He was originally turned on to
folklore as a child when he found the
songs of his favorite singer, Tex
Fletcher,in a folk songbook his sister
broughthomefrom college.He picked
up a guitar and started tracking down
and recordingotherfolk songs,several of which can be found in the center
today.
Ivescame to UMaine in 1955 and
began giving his students field work
assignments,tracking down folklore.
"I had these great term papers,
and I couldn't bear to throw them
away," he said.

Ives didn't want to give the research papers back to his students
because, he said, they'd end up in
their attics for the next20 years gathering dust. And so the Maine Folklife
Center was born.
The center moved out of the tootiny, warm and dry basementin 1992
to its present location. The center
houses3,000tape recordings,including some on reel-to-reel systems,and
also has the equipment to listen to
them. While the majority ofthe tapes
are keptin one room,the tales record-

ed on paper are kept in another, temperature-controlled, room at 74 degrees, which is best for preservation.
That same room also holds 6,000
photographs that go with some ofthe
tales.
The center is run on donations
from more than 300 members, the
profits from its yearlyjournal,Northeast Folklore and copying services.
Members Stephen and Tabitha King
have donated morethan$30,000.Ives
See FOLKLORE on page 7

Three members ofthe University of Maine community discussed overcoming their disabilities and what their experience has
been like at UMaine.
The first student to share her
experience was Jamie Nelson, an
anthropology major who has
chronic fatigue immune dysfunction syndrome, which she described as "having the flu every
day on a long-term basis."
"There are days when I feel
better and there are days where I
can't get out of bed," Nelson said.
Nelson was diagnosed with the
syndrome while in junior high
school. The illness forced her to
stay home and resulted in her losing friends.
"Once the novelty wore off
the friends disappeared," Nelson
said.

Nelson said that at times she
feels uncomfortable in a social
setting because she doesn't have
the same experiences people her
age have. She said she's able to
attend UMaine with help from the
Onward Bound program,and she's
found her professors are understanding; it's just a matter ofcommunication.
"Once I've explained the situation, they're very accepting,"
Nelson said. "They allow me to
take extra time on a test."
Nelson said her biggest problem is that after she attends class
she is usually so tired she can't
study.
"If a test is coming up I have to
skip class to study," Nelson said.
Her mother takes notes for those
days or professors make her copies of the lecture notes.
Nelson said it's difficult for
See PANEL on page 5

• Jefferson Award

Professor cornerstone of
Indian interest on campus
By Misty Edgecomb
Maine Campus staff

Mitchell, director of the Wabanaki Center and a member of
the Penobscot Tribe,recently acTed Mitchell's office gives a quired a new artifact for his ofsense of how he approaches his fice, a bright gold-and-crystal
job. A comfortable couch cov- statue that stands out among the
ered with an American Indian stone carvings.
design blanket invites students
WLBZ-TV honored Mitchell
to relax. A dream catcher is sus- last month with a Jefferson
pended from the lone window, Award, which is part of a nationand numerous artworks celebratSee AWARD on page 7
ing American Indian culture peer
out from shelves and walls.

To study or to sleep...

INSIDE
• Local
Well-being at the Wilson
Center.
page 6

• Editorial
Labby is abducted by aliens.
page 11

• Style
Orchestra takes audience
through the musical spectrum.
page 14

• Sports
Storm trips up baseball team's
plans.
page 17

WEATHER
Partly sunny,
highs in the upper40s.
Michael Mancusi, a junior forestry major, rests his head on Alison Germain, a junior natural
resources major, while she studies in the sun behind Fogler Library.(Dave Gagne Photo.)
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• Eurotunnel

• Announcement

s new safety measures
Aid to Albanaia delayed; order needed Chunnel announce
France(AP) — Hoping to resume full service by June, Channel
TIRANA,Albania(AP)— European countries today announced a delay in their
plans to send soldiers to Albania even as the need for outside help to restore order
became increasingly urgent.
In Tirana, police cracked down on gunmen targeting U.S. Embassy cars. State
television showed dozens ofsubmachine guns and ammunition taken from homes around
gunfire.
the U.S.diplomatic compound after several cars within the compound were hit by
every
gunfire
Although it is the most secure city in Albania, the capital resounds with
last
insurrection
night, reflecting the state of lawlessness in the wake of the popular

1

month.
a
European countries had planned to mobilize soldiers to Albania next week but
participant at the negotiations said that was unlikely.
"We were striving, actually had set the date for April 12... but it's a tad too
optimistic," said Franz Vranitzky, a former Austrian chancellor who heads the Albanian
intervention efforts for the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe.
He spoke after talks in Greece with Albania's visiting prime minister Bashkim Fino
as well as with Greek Prime Minister Costas Simitis and Dutch Foreign Minister Hans
van Mierlo.

COQUELLES,
Tunnel operators promised tougher truck inspections and other new safety measures
Thursday to prevent a repeat of November's truck fire.
Eurotunnel stopped short of ordering new,fully enclosed truck-carrying freight cars, an
estimated $178 million option rejected as unnecessary and too costly.
"It is not at all clear" the closed-car design would provide more safety, Eurotunnel copresident Robert Malpas told a news conference at the tunnel's French terminal near Calais.
The company said it already is spending as much as $38 million to improve safety and
repair damage done by the Nov. 18 fire, which closed the 31-mile undersea link between
England and France for more than two weeks.
It promised tougher inspections of trucks, immediate evacuation when smoke detectors
go off and anti-smoke gas masks.
The cause of the blaze, in which eight people suffered smoke inhalation, remains under
investigation. Guards had spotted a truck on fire before the train entered the tunnel,and some
French media pointed to arson. It was the first major fire since the tunnel opened in 1994.
Despite the continuing probe, officials ruled out the possibility that Eurotunnel's trains
could have started the fire.
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• Safety

Crash renews debate about
aging Honduran airport
TEGUCIGALPA,Honduras — The crash of a
U.S. Air Force plane this week has renewed calls
to replace Honduras' main airport, which offers a
white-knuckle approach through hills to a short strip
built almost 50 years ago.
"Toncontin is an agony for passengers, who suffer
intensely on each landing," said Oscar Armando Avila,
vice president of congress. "It is indispensable that the
capital have another strip."
A U.S. Air Force C-130 cargo plane overshot the end
of the runway at Toncontin International Airport on
Tuesday and rolled 200 yards before bursting into flames
on a major boulevard, killing three of those aboard.
No one on the busy commercial street was hurt.
Honduran Criminal Court Judge Dagoberto Aspra on
Thursday said the pilot and crew could face homicide
charges, and alleged that U.S. officials had blocked
Honduran authorities from questioning the crew members.
Two of them were flown back to a military base near
San Antonio on Wednesday and were hospitalized. The
other five returned on Thursday and were admitted to the
same hospital, according to a U.S. Air Force statement.

3

• Opportunity

Prime minister offers
top positions to rebels

4

KINSHASA, Zaire (AP) — Zaire's new prime
minister offered some top governmentjobs to rebels
today, including the coveted post of defense minis-

ter.
A rebel spokesman rejected the offer in an interview
with French radio, reiterating that the forces of Laurent
Kabila instead seek to topple President Mobutu Sese Seko's
31-year dictatorship.
Etienne Tshisekedi unveiled his new government in his
first appearance since his old foe Mobutu approved his
appointment Wednesday. Of the 46 ministerial posts he
must name,he has decided on 19,none of whom come from
the Mobutu camp.
He offered six posts to the rebels, including defense
minister. After seven months of fighting, the rebels now
control one-third of Zaire.
Tshisekedi also announced that he would annul the
current constitution and dissolve the parliament of 740
members, establishing a new transitional parliament comprised of delegates from a 1992 national conference. They
will prepare the country for its first multiparty elections
since Mobutu seized power in 1965,though he did not set a
date.
Rebel spokesman Raphael Ghenda rejected the offer of
Cabinet jobs.

het r
WeatForecas
The Local

Today's Weather
Partly sunny. Highs
In the upper 40s.

Saturday's Outlook
Mostly sunny. Warmer
with highs near 55.

Extended Forecast
Sunday...Fair. Highs in
the 50s. Monday...Chance of
rain. Highs 45 to 55.
.Tuesday...Fair. Highs
40 to 50.
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• Disability Awareness Days

Support services gather to help disabled students learn
By Yolanda Sly
Maine Campus staff
Members of various local agencies that
offer support services to people with disabilities and their families had tables at the
Bangor Lounge of the Memorial Union this
week to let the public know about services
that are available to them.
A table sponsored by the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill of Maine had pamphlets educating people on various types of
mental illnesses, such as depression and
schizophrenia.
"Mental-health awareness needs more
education on mental health issues with less
stigmatism," said Mary Ann Combs, president of the Bangor NAMI chapter.
Combs said one out of five families is
affected by mental illness.
"Services should be linked together with
the school system and the community," said
Denise Delorie, the affiliate coordinator of
NAMI said.
"Mental illness isjust like any other,and
people(with mental illness)should be treated that way," Combs said.
Anyone wanting to contact the NAMI
can do so by calling 1-800-464-5767.
The Learning Disabilities Association
of Maine offered students newsletters and
information about learning disabilities.
"It's the fastest growing disability on
college campuses nationwide," said Diane

THE '\DAy

Jackson, a member of the LDAs board of
directors.
"Students should be aware they are entitled to accommodation at the college level
as well," said Jackson,a graduate student in
the College of Education."They think they
won't need assistance."
She said there is no question that people
with learning disabilities can be intelligent,
they just have a problem with processing
information.
Jackson said students should call the
University of Maine Onward Program to
learn what resources are available to them
on campus.
Maine Adaptive Sports and Recreation
provides physical activities to people with
disabilities.
"It's recreation for anybody with any
kind of handicap, whether it's a wheelchair
or limp," said Perry Grant, a member of the
group.
Grant said the organization has various
activities, such as basketball, bowling, skiing and rugby. The organization also offers
clinics in activities such as fishing.
"I'm hoping people learn about people
with disabilities and what they can do with
sports," Grant said."Years ago, people saw
those who are disabled as they can't do
anything,and we try to change that(perception)."
Maine Independent Living Services had
information to educate people on the reality

Stop Smoking.
American Heart Milk
Association
‘
h.r

Guest Lecture Series
presents

Perry Grant, a member of the Roadrunners wheelchair rugby team. (Stef
Bailey Photo.)
that people with disabilities can live on their
own.
"The organization helps people with legal rights and how to independently live on
their own," said Patty Sarchi, president of
the Council of the Blind of Maine and a
member of MILS.
Sarchi was also at informational tables
giving information on what resources are
available for people who are blind.
Theresa McLaughlin represented Maine
Telecommunications Service, an AT&T
service offered to people who are deaf.
"I want people to learn how to talk with
deaf people on the phone using the relay,"
McLaughlin said.
McLaughlin demonstrated a Try,a de-

vice that acts as a typewriter that allows
people who are deaf to use the service.
The Bangor Vet Center provided information regarding veterans and services available to them.
"The obstacles I see that vets have is not
enough recognition of their service," said
George Ward, a counselor from the center.
The center's focus is to offer counseling
to veterans and their families.
Ward said the center provides veterans
with information about benefits they are
entitled to and assistance with job placement. The center also holds food drives to
assist families in need.
For further information about the center,
call 947-3392.

INTERESTED IN GETTING
INVOLVED???

"Our Environmental Destiny"

ELECTIONS
for

President &
Vice President
of

Orr CACDP05
BOARD
Hauck Auditorium
Thursday, April 10, 1997
7:00pm
free to the public

April 7-Nominations Open
April 11- Nominations Close
April 21- Absentee Voting
April 22- Election Day
Pick up your nomination forms in the Student Government office on
the third floor of the Memorial Union
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Sex Matters
Q:Lately my
boyfriend and I
have noticed
that after we
have sex it
smells. There's
no other way to
put it - it's
gross. It smells like fish or something.
Ugh! Is this normal? Female,junior.
A: No, it's not "normal" to have such
an odor. However, there's no reason to
panic, either. It is normal for a woman to
have a vaginal infection (vaginitis) from
time to time. In fact, vaginal infections
are probably second in frequency only to
the common cold for women. Get it
checked out at Cutler Health Center or
Family Planning or the STD clinic in
Bangor. The "fishy" smell you describe
is one of the prominent features of bacterial vaginosis (formerly called gardnerella or hemophilus). It's caused by an
overgrowth of organisms in the vagina.
Some women will also notice a thin discharge, although many women show no
symptoms. The treatment is usually with
netronidazole (Flagyl) for seven days.
Because the infection can be passed back
and forth between partners, your partner
will probably be treated as well. Just for
your information:
There are some home remedies
thought to clear up this type of infection,
including drinking unsweeted cranberry
juice every day; inserting gel capsules
with boric acid into the vagina every day
for 14 days; alternating salt and vinegar
douches for a week; yogurt douche; garlic suppositories; or taking extra vitamin

B and C. To be on the safe side, get
checked and be sure to have your partner
involved in the medical treatment as well.
Q: My roommate told me he gets
turned on by watching girls in the shower. He said last semester he went into
the women's room (our dorm is coed)
when a bunch of girls were in the shower. He says he only did it a few times.
While he was never caught, he assured
me he doesn't plan to do it again. I
think it's strange. What's up with him?
Male, sophomore.
A: Your roommate fits into the classic
definition ofa voyeur:someone who seeks
sexual arousal from watching an unsuspecting person who is getting undressed,
is already naked or who is engaging in
sexual activity. The voyeur(or "peeping
tom") ordinarily masturbates during the
act or shortly thereafter. According to the
American Psychiatric Association, the
typical voyeur is a lonely, insecure and
timid male, usually in his 20s. He often
has only a limited amount of sexual experience, as well as a history of difficulty
forming sexual relationships. He typically has low self-esteem and therefore feels
threatened by mature loving relationships.
To him, voyeurism is a way to avoid
social interactions and sexual relationships while still having a sexual outlet.
Does that sound like your roommate?
Most voyeurs find pleasure in secretly
watching others in potentially humiliating
situations and imagining their embarrassment if they were to realize what was
happening - this gives the voyeur a false
sense of power over the victim."Peeping"
is especially exciting if it occurs in a

Sandra Caron, Ph.D
setting where the risks of detection are with the Counseling Center.
Sandra L. Caron is an associate progreat, which explains why voyeurs are not
usually interested in peeping in places fessor offamily Relations-human sexualwhere nudity is a norm, like a topless bar ity in the department of human developor a nudist beach. While I'm happy to mentandfamily studies. She teaches CHF
know your roommate has said he doesn't 351: Human Sexuality. Questionsfor Caplan to sneak into the women's room any- ron should be sent to The Maine Campus,
more, my guess is that he still needs help. 4th floor Chadbourne Hall. Copyright
Encourage him to make an appointment Sandra L. Caron, 1997.

• State news

West Virginia man's dogs
inexplicably shot, lulled
PHIPPSBURG (AP) — Local officials
shed little lightThursday on the fatal shootings
of two dogs belonging to a West Virginia
writer who came to Maine to build a replica of
a Viking ship to re-create a historic voyage.
The Labrador retrievers were shot to death
Tuesday night, only hours after W.Hodding
Carter and his wife, Lisa Lattes, completed
their drive from Beckley, W.Va.
The4-year-old dogs had been confined in
the vehicle and got loose as the family moved
its belongings into a rented house, Lattes
said.
Police Chief Russell Alexander initially
referred questions on the shootings to animal
control officer Michelle Pierce, who said she
had been "told not to talk about it."
Pierce referred inquiries to First Selectman Proctor Wells, who said Alexander was
in charge. When contacted Thursday afternoon, Alexander said "it's under investigation," and declined further comment.
Carter's shipbuilding project has gained

Class of 1997-Lock in the Savings...
Before you Graduate!
Take the Senior Scholarship Challenge!

national attention. His54-foot Viking craft is
nearing completion at the Robert Stevens
boatyard on HermitIsland and is scheduled to
be launched later this month.
Carter, 34, hopes to duplicate Leif Ericsson's voyage from Greenland to Baffin Island and on to Labrador and Newfoundland.
Lattes said the dogs, a black Lab named
Huck and a yellow lab named Willa, were
gentle animals that never bothered her 2year-old twins or the family's two cats.
They were wearing new collars with the
local phone number printed on them, she
said.
"No matter what our dogs were doing,
there was no reason to kill them. Someone
could have easily tied them up and called the
police.
"I've never heard ofpeople behaving this
way. West Virginia has a bad name, but no
one came close to anything like this in West
Virginia. This is murder as far as we are
concerned," Lattes said.

,

The General Alumni Association, together with MBNA New
,
England, provides all graduating students with one year of
membership in the Alumni Association FREE— as our gift. Plus,
we have a special offer— The Senior Scholarship Challenge. Accept the challenge and
you get your second year of alumni membership at a 50% discount— just $15!!!
AND if you pay your second year of dues now, we'll contribute an equal match of
$15 to the Class of 1997 Scholarship Fund. Just tear out the form below and
bring or mail it to Crossland Alumni Center, PO Box 550, Orono, ME 04473-0550
Accept the Senior Challenge!

_

Yes! Please enroll me for my second year of alumni membership at a 50% discount. I understand that the
General Alumni Association will match my dues with a $15 contribution to the Class of 1997 Scholarship Fund.
(Offer valid until June 30, 1997)
Name:
Address:
Student IMP
$15 Payment by:
Signature:

Phone:
Check _____Visa/MC#

Exp.
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• Socialist-Marxist Luncheon
•

Activist redefines role oflabor unions, corporations
are defined as collective bargaining agents, They were considered conspiracies. Court
Kellman said.
injunctions against their tactics were comThe United States is defined by corpo- mon.
Addressing why labor unions have lost rations, he said. And corporations define
Kellman spoke of the Labor Party, to
their vision and what is to be done about it, people as consumers. Things are set up in which he belongs. Recently formed when
a noted labor activist and organizer spoke their favor. There is no freedom of assem- 2 million union workers and others came
Thursday as part of the Socialist-Marxist bly or speech on private property, which together, the party is promoting a constiStudies Luncheon Series.
allows unions to be silenced while on the tutional amendment for guaranteed jobs
"When you get the shit kicked out of job site.
and livable wage.
you, you move in another direction," said
"The Constitution is schizophrenic,"
The goal of this is to get people into
Peter Kellman as a reason for the lack of said Kellman, adding that the Constitu- discussions about what they want in socivision on the part of labor.
tion talks of promoting the general wel- ety, Kellman said. Instead of working on
Corporations in the 1920s and 1950s fare but then basically gives corporations the fringes and saying only what they don't
strove to drive vision out of labor unions, super-citizen status.
want, workers need to move toward some
he said. Labor unions used to be instituThroughout most of their history, kind of consensus about their society.
tions for the working class, but today they unions were even illegal, Kellman said.
"This society does not meet our needs,
By Ho!lie Gowen
Maine Campus staff

and it's going to hell in a hand basket,"
Kellman said.
Bridget Madden, a first-year secondary English education major, agreed.
"I get really angry because it seems
corporate powers are in everything that's
wrong," Madden said. "The way things
are isn't good, and they should be
changed."
History professor Charles Scontras said
people don't seem to understand that the
only institution that speaks for the worker
is the union.
"It's a long parade," Scontras said, in
reference to the Labor Party's history,
which began in 1828.

Panel

from page 1

her to meet new people because she wants
to make them understand her situation.
The second student who spoke was Scott
Belanger, a junior nursing major who has
organic language-based disorder, which
makes using written language more difficult for him to use,thus he usually uses"the
spoken language" to get by.
Not diagnosed until he was an adult,
Belanger said the public school system
made it difficult for him to learn, which left
him feeling like a failure.
Belanger said he attended college for a
little while but"drank his way out." He went
on to work with teen-agers with substance

abuse problems and was encouraged by one
of his co-workers to return to school.
"You're not stupid or a failure; you're
not educated in the way you should be
educated," Belanger said his friend told
him.
Belanger said he applied to UMaine and
was denied admission. But after being testing to see if he had a learning disability and
after the Admissions Office spoke with
Coordinator of Students with Disabilities
Ann Smith, the university accepted him.
"Ann set me up with a tutor and I was
taught enough to deal with my disability
that I can work on my own," Belanger said.

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
UMaIne's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

The
Storefront

He said professors at UMaine have been
understanding when explaining that he
needs extra time on exams. He said he
understands that professors have been
burned in the past by students, but professors should be understanding toward students' needs.
Belanger said educators shouldn't"give
up" on students with disabilities.
The third person to discuss her disability was Kristina Passman,chairwoman the
modern languages and classics department,
who said she has multiple disabilities.Passman said she has chronic fatigue immune
dysfunction syndrome as well as a numerological disability, which prevents her from
driving and at times may affect her shortterm memory.
"My experience (at UMaine) has been
very positive," Passman said.

She said that if there is something she
doesn't remember she asks somebody to
refresh her memory.
Passman told the audience a story from
her childhood. A gym teacher made her do
a somersault without wearing her glasses.
At the time there was no safety glass used
in glasses.
"I couldn't do anything where I might
break the glass," Passman said. She was
told that if she didn't do the exercise she
would fail the class. When she performed
the somersault, she hit the concrete.
Passman said educators should listen to
children who have disabilities and believe
them when they say they are unable to do
something.
"In the long run, the child is the expert
on how he or she learns, Passman said.
"Give that respect to the child."

[
i Coming Attractions for
April Sz May
•

Campus Living

✓
V
V

Tuesday,April 8 & 22, 10:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
General Campus Living information and concerns
Dining service questions
Room sign.up information for next year

•

Campus Ministry

✓

Every Thursday. 1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.
Meet with campus clergy from the Newman Center

• Career Center
✓

The Storefront is a centrally
located room (next to the post
office) in the Memorial Union. it
Is staffed by professionals from
the different Students Affairs
Offices on a rotating basis. It
provides information,services
and a place for students to be
heard.

A service of the Center for Students & Community Life (C.S.C.L.)
Serving the entire Campus Community
For weekly updates to the schedule, or for more information,
call 581-1406

Wednesday, April 9 anti 23 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Wednesday, April 2, 16, and 30(Union Lobby)
General career services information including resume writing tips, co-op and
internship information,Job listings,on-campus recruiting information,etc.

•

Commuter/Non-Traditional Student Services

V
V
V

Tuesday. April 14, 9:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m
Student Nutrition Club offering information on nutritional needs.
Complete a nutrition survey and discuss results with club members.
Receive information on commuter and non-traditional student services

•

Counseling Center

V
V

Friday, April 25, 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Helppful information on how to prepare for final exams.
General information on counseling services

✓
V
✓

Thesday, April 8,1:00 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.
Friday. April It, I 1:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 23, 10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Examine student life issues
Critique programs and services offered by C.S.C.L.
"Let the Dean advocate for your

Dean of Students

Health Promotion/Community Development
V
V
V
V

Every Monday, 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 3 & 17- I 1:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Information about sleep and sleep disorders
Upcoming health education events
Information on UMaine's LET'S Volunteer - an alternative Spring Break Progra
Learn more about VOICE (Student Volunteer Program)

•

Vice President for Student Affairs

V

Thursday, April 10, 24. and May I, I 1:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
The "Doctor"is he Meet with Dr. John Halstead and his staff
on a broad variety of dudent-related issues

Meet us at the Union!!

The Maine Campus, Friday, April 4, 1997
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• Meditative practice

Spiritual salvation possible through meditation, mystic says
By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus staff
Meditation and mysticism allows humans
to rise above body consciousness and see what
remains,according to James Bean,afollowerof
the Science of Spirituality and the Sant Mat
tradition.
"Most of humanity lives on the front porch
of its houses," said Bean, who produces a
syndicated radio program and writes articles for
the Maine Well-Being Press. "It's possible to
access the inner regions and check things out
inside the house."
Bean was at the Wilson Center Wednesday
nightteaching aclasscomparing Gnostic,Christian and Hindu Spiritual Practices. The class
continues every Wednesday at 7 p.m. during
April and is free to all.
"We try to be open to various religious
views and practices for our own benefits, as
long as those who come also benefit," said the
Rev. Dana C. Reed,the Wilson Center's Protestant Chaplain."We are all enriched by learning from different religions."
Bean began the class with a conversation
about the Heaven's Gate mass suicide that
occurred outside San Diego.
"One thing I notice about these groups is
that they are all looking to set in motion some
kingdom of God on Earth," Bean said.'They
thought the spacecraft was going to take them
there."
Weapons and suicides are not needed to
make things happen, Bean said.
"They are looking for a physical place, a
planet heaven. We believe that there is a spiritual realm within ourselves that we can tune
into."

Bean continued the class with readingsfrom
the world scriptures,including the Sikh Bible of
India and The Gospel ofThomas.He followed
the readings with a discussion and reviewed
several books.
"You don't have to die to arrive at the gate
of heaven," Bean said. "Mystics emphasize
meditation as the way to get there from here."
The class concluded with a 15-minute silent
meditation. Bean began and ended the meditation by playing on aquartzcrystal Tibetan bowl.
In the first exercise ofthe meditation,participants were asked to silently repeat the name of
the God with which they feel comfortable.
'This is the transition from being awake and
going within,"Bean said."The name invokes a
positive powerand gives you aspiritual charge."
Bean told participants that some of them
would see a light in the second exercise.
"We are cleansed,uplifted and transformed
by the light.It affects usin a positive way and we
become what we see as one principle goes."
The third and final exercise involved hearing a sound.
"It's kind of like a cosmic radio station,"
Bean said.
Bean said he is offering the class because,
unlike larger cities, Orono and Bangor do not
have many spiritual meditation groups.
"I just wanted to create a bit more of a
spiritual community here in the wilderness,"
Bean said."I thought that there might be some
interest with the university being here."
Some who attended the class had meditated
before and saw the class as an opportunity to
continue their practice.
"I'm very interested in Eastern tradition,"
said Michael Carpentier,a first-year student."I
have studied and had a few experiences for a

couple of years now, and I have been to the
Wilson Center before."
Others attended the class to see what meditation and mysticism is about.

"I don't have a formal practice, but I was
interested to see what wasgoing to happen here
tonight and experience it," said Lacy Simons,a
third-year student.

Nate Deleault climbs Colvin Hall as other residents enjoy the short-lived
spring weather.(Stef Bailey Photo.)

PSSST! Yeah YOU!!
Need a place to live off campus?
Looking for a roommate?
What about tenants rights, bus schedules, off-campus entertainment, utilities, and community information?

Find what you need to know
about Off-Campus Life

www.asap.um.maine.edu/offcampus
Brought to you by Off-Campus Board &
The Center for Students & Community Life
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Folklore

from page 1

Award

from page 1

al awards program designed to honor the
highest ideals and achievements in public service.
"Why me?" was Mitchell's immediate reaction when he received the news.
"You start looking around at the deserving people you've known," he said.
"For some reason it's you, and you feel
very humble."
The Jefferson Award was designed in
1978"to salute eastern,central,and northern Maine's unsung heroes who make
our state a better place to live and play,"
said WLBZ's general manager, Judy
Horan.
A television tribute to Mitchell's accomplishments during his 24-year career
at the university has been running on
Channel 2 since the award ceremony. His
work with American Indian students at
the university, as well as the community
outreach programs he has developed over
time, prompted people around the nation
to nominate Mitchell for the award.
"He's touched the lives of many university students through the years and
supported them,"said Wabanaki Center
Associate Director Gail Sockabasin, a
member of the Passamaquoddy tribe.
Mitchell has earned a reputation on
campus as one who is able and willing to
help all students with any problem.
"It didn't matter who needed help. If
it was in my power, I would help them,"
Mitchell said. "I want to thank the university for allowing me to achieve my
goals, and I'm glad that I've had the
pleasure of being a part of students' lives."
To better accomplish these goals,
Mitchell was instrumental in developing
the Wabanaki Center, a University of
Maine office dedicated to promoting
American Indian awareness and education statewide. The center also recruits
and assists American Indian students

The Maine Folklife Center.(Melissa Hinckley Photo.)
"Folklore is a tradition that's handed on,"
had Tabitha in a class years ago, and said he
knew Stephen,who was partofthe same"luna- she said."Every family has their own."
MacDougallrecalled some ofherown famtic fringe" on campus as Ives was(which is a
ily folklore— hergrandmother'ssaying"red and
compliment, by the way).
The word "folklore" conjures up images yellow catch a fellow."
Employees at the center agreed the center is
and stories of the distant past, which isn't always the case; folldore is still "happening" little known about on campus, and thus little
visited.
today.
"We're always trying to get the word out,"
Ives said there are lots of good tales and
superstitions floating around. He relayed the MacDougall said, adding that she'd like to see
story of a couple that was visiting Las Vegas. more students visit.
MacDougallsaid studentscan usethe Maine
The wife washaving good luck gambling at
the tables and decided not to go upstairs to bed Folklife Center when doing research on a variwith her husbandjust yet. Aftershe'd won quite ety oftopics,such as old ballads,fishing,farma bit more money,she headed toward the eleva- ing,lobstering and the canning industry.
Amy Labrecque, a second-year student, is
tors and stepped inside one. Before the door
could close,twolarge men and one smaller man working on the newest exhibit at the center
stepped in, making her quite nervous. As soon about lumbering in Maine, which is set to open
as the doors slide shut, one man said,"Hit the April 10.She had to read 100 interviews for the
floor!"
project and was surprised to stumble across an
Thinking she was about to be robbed, the interview done with her grandfather in one of
woman did so immediately, to the laughter of the cabinets.
the three men. They told her they had only
"It's got to be one of the funnest jobs I've
wanted her to hit the elevator button for their had," she said as she scraped a pungent black
floor. The helped the embarrassed woman to marker along the green boardsthat will hold the
her feet. When she left the elevator, they were display."I get to bring out my creative, artistic
side."
still laughing.
Another employee thought it was fun to
The next morning, a porter came to the
woman's room with a dozen roses and a note look at old ghost stories and tales objectively.
"Everything we have here is about people
reading,"Thanks for giving me the best laugh
since I've been in Las Vagas — Eddie Mur- like us," said Gerry Touchette, a second-year
graduate student whose favorite tale is the boy
phy."
Ives said that although stories like this one scout concoction ofThree-fingered Willie. He
aren't true, they do tell us something about said it's nice to draw a correlation between the
pastand the present because we're notso differourselves, our anxieties and our interests.
Pauleena MacDougall,the center's associ- ent.
The Maine Folklife Center's archives are
ate director, said she has heard modern day
folklore about photocopiers, computers and open tothe public Monday through Fridayfrom
even viruses that can be found on the Internet. 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
And the answer to the riddle"What do you
While stories like these may be passed around
the office, she said, a lot of tales are passed have when you have ajarful of belly buttons?"
Navel reserves, of course.
through family.

III

wishing to pursue an education at the
university. The center also serves as a
community resource for information
about American Indian peoples and
American Indian organizations.
Because of Mitchell's support services and the North American Indians scholarship program, which started in 1985,
the number of native students at UMaine
has increased nearly tenfold in the last 20
years.
This year's enrollment of about 180 is
one of the highest in recent memory.
The American Indian population at
UMaine, which is the highest of any secondary education institution in Maine, is
trying to become more visible on campus, promoting cultural understanding
and diversity. The visibility of American
Indian culture has been increasing, Mitchell said.
"There has been tremendous interest
in recent years, particularly regarding
environmental issues," he said. "Deep
interest is wonderful; we're pleased to
give what information we have."
Mitchell and Sockabasin travel
throughout the state, most recently to
Colby College, lecturing on American
Indian history and tradition to all age and
cultural groups. However, UMaine students remain Mitchell's focus.
A student group called American Indians at the University of Maine, was
established in 1985 to plan social and
educational events that reflect American
Indian cultures.
Well-wishersfrom as far away as Cape
Breton Island, Nova Scotia, and Washington, D.C., have sent their congratulations to Mitchell via e-mail.
"There was one which read, 'I don't
know who Ted Mitchell is, but I want to
tell him he's doing a goodjob," Mitchell
said, laughing. "I liked that."
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The Maine Hello
is accepting applications for

Student Orientation Leaders
Applicants must:
*befamiliar with Universityfacilities, resources, and
academic programs;
*possess strong Interpersonal communication skills;
*have a cumulative GPA ofat least 2.25; and
*be available to work All-timeJune 13-27AND
August26-September 1
Applications are available at The Maine Hello office
103 Hilltop Commons
Completed applications are due no later than 4 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 16, 1997
Call 58 I -4800 for more information
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• Confessions

Hubbell story continues to unfold, Kurt Clinton
WASHINGTON (AP) — Shortly after both deny that it did.
Expressingdeep regretfor misleading ClinWhite House aides began an effort to secure
him financial help, Webster Hubbell met with ton and other friends,Hubbell said he gave the
PresidentClinton at hisCamp David retreat and president no reason to believe he was anything
denied the accusations against him. "I didn't but innocent of accusations that he stole money from his former law firm and some of its
tell him the truth," Hubbell said Thursday.
Hubbell,a Whitewaterfigure,said he knew clients.
"The president and first lady did not know
at the time of the July 1994 meeting he had
bilked his former law firm but lied to the and!did not tell them!committed a crime until
president about it. Months later, Hubbell re- I pleaded guilty," Hubbell said.
On Thursday, Clinton said McLarty and
versed course and pleaded guilty.
"The president asked me if I'd done some- Bowles had acted "just out of human compasthing wrong," Hubbell said in a telephone sion"and that whatthey did wasentirely proper
interview from Little Rock,Ark."And I didn't because they believed Hubbell had done nothing wrong.
tell him the truth."
"At the time that was done,no one had any
Hubbell,one ofthe president's closest confidants,abruptly resignedfrom the No.3Justice idea about what the nature of the allegations
Departmentjob in March 1994amid reports of were against Mr.Hubbellor whether they were
a billing dispute with the Little Rock law firm true," Clinton said. "Everybody thought there
where he and Hillary Rodham Clinton had been was some sort of billing dispute with his law
firm and that's all anybodyknew aboutit,so,no,
partners.
I do not think they did anything improper."
officials,
administration
three
top
At least
As the president defended his associates, a
Mack
McLarty
including then-Chief of Staff
Little
Rock grand jury investigating payments
and current White House staff chief Erskine
made
to Hubbell summoned a businessman
Bowles,made calls to fmd Hubbell work in the
days that followed, and Hubbell reportedly who had hired the former associate attorney
landed several hundredsofthousandsofdollars general at the request of Clinton friends. The
grand jury also heard testimony from James
of work.
Whitewater prosecutors,frustrated by Hub- McDougal,the convictedformer business partbell's memory lapses as he cooperated with ner of Clinton.
Hubbell said he was summoned to Camp
their probe, are now looking into whether the
financial assistance influenced his response to David in June or July of 1994 to play golf with
investigators. Hubbell and the White House Clinton — some four months after his resigna-

Mandatory
Veterans Sign-up
Spring Semester 1997
All recipients of Veteran's Educational Benefits
Must verify current enrollment.
• Montgomery G.I. Bill (Chapter 30)
• VEAP(Chapter 32)
• Dependents/Spouse/War Orphans(Chapter 35)
• Selected Reserves(Chapter 1606)
• Voc Rehab (Chapter 31)
• Active Duty

April 7-11, 1997
Veteran's Affairs Office
100A Wingate Hall
581-1316

tion. With Hillary Rodham Clinton inside the
presidential cabin, Hubbell and Clinton went
for a walk.
"He believed me and I was wrong,"
Hubbell said."I want to make sure I emphasize that.... I hurt my friends, not just by
committing the crime but in how I dealt with
my friends afterward. I did not face up to my
criminality initially, even after I left Justice.
I have now."
White House special counsel Lanny Davis
confirmed the meeting.
"Based upon our records, it appears Mr.
Hubbell visited President and Mrs. Clinton
during a social weekend at Camp David over
the July fourth weekend," Davis said.
"We have no reason to dispute Mr. Hubbell's memory thathe told the presidentand first
lady that he had done nothing wrong," he said.
Afterleaving theJustice Department,Hubbell received about $100,000 from the Lippo
Group,an Indonesian company that has been
at the center of investigations into whether
foreign Money was funneled to Democratic
campaigns.
White House press secretary Mike McCurry said the president "is not in a position to
render ajudgment about what Mr.Hubbell did
or did not do when he had been retained by the
Lippo Group.It's not his position tojudge what
was then a private citizen in his own pursuit of
gainful employment.!mean,he doesn'trender
an opinion on something like that."
In Arkansas, Bernard Rapoport of Waco,
Texas, spent two hours testifying before the
grandjury."busttoldthem thetruth,andIdon't
know anything. That's what I told them," he
told reporters.
The White House acknowledged Wednesday that McLarty was part of an effort to ask
Rapoport to hire Hubbell.
Rapoport paid Hubbell $18,000 in 1994

at the suggestion of Texarkana, Texas, oilman Truman Arnold, who hired Hubbell
after getting a call from McLarty. After
Hubbell went to prison in 1995 for tax
evasion and mail fraud,Rapoport contributed $5,000 to an education fund for Hubbell's children.
Courthouse sources who spoke on condition of anonymity said McDougal appealed
before the panel. The sources provided no
further details.
McDougal,who ran the Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan at the center ofthe Whitewater investigation, was convicted of 18 felonies.
He faces sentencing April 14.
House investigators, meanwhile,issued 17
subpoenas for documentsfrom companies and
individuals who hired Hubbell after he left the
Justice Department. Among those subpoenaed
were Rapoport; his Texas insurance company;
and Arnold, as well as Time Warner, Sprint,
Pacific Telesis and other companies that retained Hubbell,said a Republican sourcefamiliar with the inquiry.
The House Government Reform and Oversight Committee also sought information from
Washington attorney John Philips, who arranged to hire Hubbell, said the source, who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
The panel is seeking information about the
services that Hubbell performed for the companies and what he was paid.
Among those subpoenaed was New York
lawyer Susan Thomases, once a confidant of
first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, the source
said. Thomases is being ordered to produce
documents that have anything to do with Hubbell's employment by Lippo Group.
The panel also issued subpoenas for financial records of the Clinton Birthplace Foundation to determine the extent of donations by
Asian business interests, the source said.

APPLICATIONS AND NOMINATIONS
are requested for the UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
The University of Maine Outstanding Achievement Award for
nonacademic endeavors is presenting up to twelve students,
either undergraduate or graduate, who have demonstrated
outstanding leadership in the area of community service,
campus citizenship, athletic achievement, and arts and
communication media and in so doing have enriched the
university community by their efforts. These awards will be
presented to students who received degrees in December,1996,
or who anticipated receiving degrees in May,1997, August,
1997, or December,1997.
1. Community Service - public service, on or off campus,that
has significant off-campus impact.
2. Campus Citizenship - student government,organizational
leadership, create activism.
3. Athletic Achievement.
4. Arts and Communication Media - graphic arts, language
arts, music, Theatre arts, and/or media (print and/or
electronic).
Deadline: Friday, April 11,1997 by 12:00 PM
Application forms can be picked up and returned together wit
a letter of nomination or endorsement to the Center for
Students and Community Life, Attn. Mr. Dwight Rideout,
Dean of Students Third Floor Memorial Union. 581-1406
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• Green Revolution

Worldwide food shortage forces richer countries to give more
WASHINGTON(AP)— Nearly 1 billion people go to bed hungry or severely
malnourished every night as a result of
population increases and declining world
food reserves, a top State Department
official said Thursday.
Beyond these factors, the world's
poorest people increasingly are unable to
meet their food needs because a more
prosperous China is driving up world
food prices through sharply expanded
imports, Undersecretary of State Timothy Wirth said.
Wirth said it is "absolutely imperative" that nations cooperate in developing another agricultural breakthrough
similar to the one 30 years ago that resulted in dramatically higher yields of
rice and helped feed Asia's burgeoning
population.

"The 'Green Revolution' is now lev- of a country with short-term emergency
eling off and dying out," Wirth said, food needs and longer term development
briefing reporters. "In our opinion, we needs.
North Korea's food production, he
would be very fortunate if we had anothsaid, has been destroyed by a combinaer Green Revolution."
He gave no figure on the number of tion of "very, very bad public policies"
Americans afflicted with hunger but said and unfavorable weather. Considerable
20 million U.S. citizens rely on food outside help will be needed to assist the
government of North Korea — "whatevassistance programs for nourishment.
Wirth, who heads the State Depart- er that government ends up being," he
ment's Global Affairs Office, said the said.
The United States so far has given or
current expansion in both population and
food needs "is going to demand a very committed $16 million worth of food to
significant input of science, technology North Korea through the U.N. World Food
program. South Korea has given or comand training."
Moreover, he said, nations undergo- mitted $9 million. The Eugene Bell Cening food shortages need policies that en- tennial Foundation, a Korean American
able them to develop a strong agricultur- group, announced Thursday that it was
providing $100,000.
al base.
Wirth said the Clinton administration
He cited North Korea as an example

began looking at global hunger and security issues in 1995 as part of a Preventive
Action Initiative. The problems are particularly acute, Wirth said, in sub-Saharan Africa and the Indian subcontinent.
Worldwide, he said, "the problem is
getting worse as the world's population
is growing by about nearly a hundred
million people per year."
"The increased numbers of humanitarian emergencies would appear to be
growing, rather than leveling off or declining," he said. "And we see that in
Africa certainly, in the Balkans, and in
parts of Asia and elsewhere in the
world."
He said the hunger problem has been
exacerbated by new world trading system rules that require the elimination of
most food reserves.

• Global ban

Clinton seeks Senate favor for chemical weapons ban
WASHINGTON(AP)— Pressing for
Senate approval of a global ban on chemical weapons, President Clinton is arranging a high-powered bipartisan gathering of treaty supporters, including retired Army Gen. Colin Powell.
White House organizers of the Friday
event plan to flank Clinton with congressmen, veterans' group leaders, arms
experts,religious organization heads and
military leaders, past and present. Former
Secretary of State James A. Baker III
also was on the list.
Former Kansas Sen. Nancy Kassebaum Baker was scheduled to attend,
after having co-signed with Brent
Scowcroft,President Bush's national security adviser, a letter of support to Clinton. The two Republicans joined former
Sen. David Boren, D-Okla., in writing
that without the treaty,"the United States
will forfeit pre-eminent leadership on
security issues which range far beyond
the area of chemical weapons."
Press secretary Mike McCurry said
Clinton will use "very strong terms" to

renew his plea for Senate passage of the
treaty, which the president has called
"absolutely imperative." The Chemical
Weapons Convention, signed by 161
countries and ratified by 70 so far, would
ban development, production, acquisition, stockpiling, retention and transfer
of chemical weapons.
"The United States cannot afford not
to be in the forefront of banishing chemical weapons from the Earth," Clinton
told Democratic donors Wednesday night.
The accord takes effect April 29, with
or without U.S. approval. Supporters say
that without ratification,the United States
will have no role in its implementation
and U.S. chemical companies could face
sanctions. It has been pending before the
Senate since November 1993.
Opponents assert the pact would be
difficult to enforce and might burden
companies that produce chemicals for
legitimate purposes.
The treaty had been bottlenecked by
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., chairman of
the Senate Foreign Relations Commit-

• Condom use

Spermicide provides no aid in
combating HIV contraction
WASHINGTON(AP)—Condoms used
with the spermicides provide no additional
protection against HIV orothersexually transmitted diseases than when used alone, according to the results of a study released
Thursday.
The findings differ from previous research
suggesting that spermicides appear to protect
women against gonorrhea and chlamydia,two
of the most common STDs.
Officials at the Family Health International,
which conducted the two-year study on the
spermicide nonoxyno1-9,said previousresearch
was conducted on a much smaller scale.
While public officials were disappointed by
the findings,they said the results stress the need
to continue research for a product that women
can use independent of their male partners.
"We and other public health officials are
committed to developing an STD-HIV prevention method thatcan be controlled by women,"

said Rodney Huff, chief of the Efficacy Trial
Branch for the National Institutes of Health's
AIDS Vaccine Research and Prevention Program, which supported the FF11 study.
Nonoxyno1-9 is a detergent-like chemical
thathas been widely used for more than 30years
in over-the-counter gels, foams and creams
used to kill sperm. Research shows it kills the
AIDS virus in test tubes,but other studies show
nonoxyno1-9 also irritates the vagina, raising
the fear that it could let the HIV virus more
easily infect women.
The FHI study, conducted in two cities in
Cameroon, compared women who used condoms with the spermicide to those who used
condoms and placebos. The rate of HIV transmission was nearly the same for both groups.
FHI is a non-profit North Carolina research
group that focuses on improving reproductive
health,primarily through contraception and the
prevention of sexually transmitted diseases.

EXERCISE

Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart AC
Association‘r

tee. After a full day of diplomatic wooing Powell, said he was attending the White
by Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, House event to demonstrate his support
who visited his home state in March, for the treaty. Powell, a Republican, has
Helms announced in a joint news confer- shown a taste for helping Clinton on
ence that he would work with the admin- bipartisan issues. Later this month, he
istration so that the treaty might be rati- will run the president's volunteerism conference.
fied.
Several key Republican senators, inThough still opposed to the pact,
Helms will allow hearings on the treaty cluding Richard Lugar, R-Ind., favor the
after the congressional recess. Adminis- treaty. Former President Bush, after a
tration officials are growing more confi- visit by Albright, called for passage of
dent that they can get it out of committee the treaty. A spokesman said Bush was
out of the country and would not attend
and approved by the full Senate.
William Smullen, a spokesman for Friday's event.

Don't Forget to
Turn Your Clocks
Ahead 1 Hour
Sunday at 2a.m.!
Daylight Saving Time Begins
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The endless title fight
rr he recurring debate as to whether General Student senators should be allowed
to use their titles when corresponding with
other members of the university community has taken far too much of the senate's
time and effort. During Tuesday's GSS session and subsequent FirstClass postings,
the vice president of Student Government
counseled senators to refrain from using
their titles when expressing personal opinions on the BBS. The ostensible reasoning
for this concern was to make sure GSS
wasn't incriminated by any indiscretions
posted by it's elected members.
Senators who opt to include their titles
electronic or otherwise,
correspondence,
on
do so, and recent atto
right
every
have
means of identificathis
dissuade
tempts to
uncharacteristically
and
misguided
tion are
to see how an indifail
We
heavy handed.
his or her title on
including
vidual senator
appropriate correspondence represents an
entire legislative body.
Students who chose these representatives need to have every opportunity to

be made aware of the positions held by
their elected officials. Senators should
make their opinions, as well as their elected capacity, known to their constituents,
so that constituents, in turn, may provide
input and make their opinions known.
Given the nature of public service,
these titles are virtually synonymous with
the people holding them, and their legislative undertakings are most often derived from their opinions, making them
accessible to the public.
Problems do arise however when proponents of title usage invoke the First
Amendment while simultaneously trampling it. Respect for the First Amendment among senators who call for consecutive executive sessions in an attempt to block the press from covering
GSS proceedings must come into question. Freedom of speech and freedom
of the press cannot be separated for the
convenience of senators who want to
sign their names with some semblance
of authority.

The key to Heaven's Gate
ust one of the many aspects to come out
of the Heaven's Gate mass suicide was
the fact that this group had a site on the
World Wide Web.
In the days following the suicides, the
Minnesota-based service provider for the
site had to remove it because the high
volume of hits was locking out paying
customers from the company's service.
News agencies scrambled to access the
site and obtain the graphics for use in
their nightly newscasts or the morning
newspaper, often waiting hours for acess.
The site will be back, the company has
said, when the hoopla dies down.
Opponents of the Web, most of them
Congressional Republicans who voted
the Communications Decency Act into
law, now believe they have one more bit
of ammunition in the fight to regulate
and restrict the content of the Web: If
there are cults out there on the Web, we
can't have our children stumbling upon
them and getting sucked in.
Heaven's Gate sought not to suck new
members in, but to let those who browsed
the Web know they were out there. Its
beliefs were available through the site,

J

as are the Ku Klux Klan's if you look
for them, but there was no call for membership anywhere to be found.
The frightening aspect of cults is that
they are often headed by an enthusiastic,
charismatic individual who preys upon
those with low self-esteem or other feelings of inadequacy to gain followers.
Cult members are generally the types
who can be easily talked into almost
anything, religious or not.
Heaven's Gate followers were described in the days that followed their
deaths as intelligent, but no one used
the word rational. Very little about what
cults do seems rational to anyone but
their members. No matter what cult
members say, their message is lost on
those who dismiss them as quacks or
mental cases.
Heaven's Gate wasn't about sucking
people in to die with them, but about a
community, one tighter than most people will ever know. The cultists saw suicide as the culmination of their beliefs,
which were hardly as innocuous as the
KKK's, which harm others. The cult
members hurt no one but themselves.
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• Letters to the Editor
• Conservatives aren't ashamed

•Debate fails

To the Editor,
Admittedly, I am unable
to speak for all of conservative "academia," as you
phrased it, but some of your
remarks made regarding conservatives in your(March 31)
column "Anonymous Ideological Martyrs" bear correction, as they are quite misleading and,in several cases,
utterly false. Contrary to
what you inferred in that column, few, if any, conservatives in this country are
ashamed of their political orientation, nor do they fear being seen as ignorant and intolerant. Indeed, any individual who views me as such
simply because of my conservative beliefs is far more
narrow-minded than any of
the rational, educated republicans with whom I nave had
the pleasure of associating
over the years.
You see, Mr. Tuttle, most
American conservatives are
not the ill-educated, foolish,
gullible people you portray
them as. Indeed, had you ever
discussed their beliefs with
such individuals, you would
have found that the great majority are simply hard working, down-to-earth folks who
have come by their conservative beliefs as a result of experience, not by the academic, ideological and, if I may
say it, often unrealistic higher education system we are
now attending. Most of these
people didn't vote for Bob

like to speak for everyone here
at the University of Maine,
which I don't appreciate. It will
be a joy to watch you graduate
and bring your political
horseshit somewhere else. See
you later asshole.

To the Editor:
I cannot begin to express
my outrage over the nauseating ad horninem(or feminam?)
attacks against Kathryn Ritchie published in your paper
March 28.
One can disagree with an
opponent's point of view in even
the most contentious discourse
without resorting to name-calling and slanderous remarks. Indeed, it is a sign of breeding to
refrain from the use of personal
attacks and to retain a civil ton
even in the face of passionate
abuse. One can show contempt
for a position without being contemptuous toward the person;
to do otherwise is contemptible.
To do otherwise leads to failure
in debate.
Unfortunately, the letters
from Mss. Braunfels and
Fisher are contemptible.
They not only lower the level of public discourse, but
they breathe new life into the
hoary stereotypes of feminists and lesbians as humorless harridans and harpies.
There are already enough embodiments of those stereotypes infesting the administration and faculty of this academically challenged institution. It bodes ill that such
intolerance will survive another generation.
I do not know Ms. Ritchie, and certainly have little
in common with her expressed viewpoints(although
I suspect there was a great
deal of irony in her message,
an irony missed by Mss.
Braunfels and Fisher.)
Ladies, please do not take
yourselves so seriously. In a
truly diverse world, there must
always be room for humor and
irony: The world is an imperfect place. Attempts to police
it up usually result in police
states.

Erik Charles Larsen
Orono

Rennie Heydrich
Orono

Dole, George Bush or Ronald
Reagan because they felt capable of winning some oratorical debate, nor were they
led astray by "demagoguery"
or "rhetoric of fear." They
simply feel that the ideas the
Republican Party stands for:
lower taxes, a secure military,
jobs for those willing to work,
the right to bear arms and a
myriad of others are the kind
of beliefs that would put this
country on the best possible
footings to build that bridge
Bill Clinton likes to talk
about.
This doesn't mean, however, that members of the Republican Party or the conservative community at large are
inherently unable to debate
their beliefs with wit and verbal dexterity. I would be
more than happy to debate
the issues of gun control with
you, and I know individuals
who relish debating and defeating liberals on the issues
of affirmative action, welfare
reform and balancing the
budget in seven years.
I suppose what it comes
down to, Mr. Tuttle, is that
in the future you should avoid
using a person's opinion to
generalize on the negative
traits of a group. Doing such
is what has led many of us to
characterize liberals as
whiny, ideological, unrealistic academics.
Glenn Wright
Orono

• Later, liberal
To the Editor:
Concerning your Monday,
March 31 column, I would
simply like to say that you
are very arrogant and selfserving. You seem to use your
position at this local rag to
promote your own narrow
view of"how it is."
You also like to seem to

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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Earthlings, take me to
your leader

WE:VE cOUND
AT ANOTHER
SUICIDAL
TECHNOLOGY
CULT.„

'11 be damned. If you drink enough, are selling shares in, should you be interested.
you really can see spaceships trail
Alien: How much?
one
no
yet,
As
ing that silly comet.
Wild Bill: That depends. Do you have
It's
Snobs.
has stopped to pick me up.
cheap labor for us to exploit?
any
traveller,
just as well; I can be a cranky
Nope
Alien:
and it would be embarrassing to repreCan we maintain an imperial
Bill:
Wild
sent the human race with a trail of intereconomy and try to flood
your
over
galactic vomitus. In any case, I can't control
gadgets?
it with cheap
imagine what any advanced life form
would want from us. We would make
damn fine livestock, I suppose. One
wonders what your average starship
trooper would
make of, say,
this university.
It couldn't be
any worse than
being attacked
By Scott Labby
by space cadet
Euro -trash
Alien: I don't think so.
computer weenies in black shirts and
Wild Bill: Geez, you guys aren't very
hell
in
the
What
bad haircuts.(Tweezle!
good at this stuff. I don't think we can
is all over our windshield? Well, wipe
work a deal. Ask the Republicans;they are
them off!) Still, a worst-case scenario
little cheaper than I am.
a
places an alien hovercraft outside the
Alien: Can we buy that creature over
student onion on a lazy Monday afterthere?
noon...
Wild Bill: Hey! That's the family cat!
Alien: Take me to your leader.
Alien: How much?
Student 1: Whoa! Dude!
Wild Bill: Fifty bucks.
Alien: Pardon?
Maybe a trip to Strom 'Thurmond's
Student 2: Like, radical!
house...
Alien: I demand to be shown your
Alien: Hello.
leader.
Thurmond: Hiyah!
Student 3: You and me both, brother.
Alien: Are you an elder of your kind?
Fat White Guy With Billboard: SubjuThurmond: Hi!
gate your women, space heathens, or the
Alien: Um,hi.
wrath of God shall be upon you!
Hello there!
Thurmond:
like,
You're,
Crazy!
Dude!
1:
Student
you also from another
Are
Alien:
right?
urn, like, an alien, like,
planet?
"LikeRight."
up
Look
Alien: Zork!
Thurmond: Hello! Sure! Why not? I
Quick.
love your people.
just
be
Student 2: I'm a say damn! You
What are you talking about?
Alien:
from space!'Sup, Yoda?
I don't remember. Oh yes.
Thurmond:
Alien: Excuse me,is that English?
hate Alien-Americans. I
really
don't
I
Student 3: No,but it's close enough for
on a lynching for over 50
cheered
haven't
government work,or so they say.
years.
FWGWB: I'm holding a controversial
Alien: Lynching?
picture! Look at me,trans-galactic sinners!
Ropes,trees,a banjo.I miss
Thurmond:
Oh,please, someone look at me!
Now I'm stuck as a
days.
good
old
the
Alien: This is Earth, isn't it?
of how low
example
wrinkled, drooling
Student 1: Uh ... hmm.
sink.
can
the American electorate
Student 2: Well, like ... what did you
Alien: I don't understand.
again?
say
Thurmond: Mommy?
Alien: Set the blasters, Zort.
Ah, well. You get the point. At any
And so it goes. One can also imagine
rate, the Guinness has just finished a thorour guests from Planet 8.30662 on a trip to
the White House,and the following scene: ough soak-and-rinse of my liver, and my
inspiration is waning. One final piece of
Alien: I'm looking for the savior of the
advice: Ifthe aliens show up on your lawn,
free world.
or move in next door, or sit next to you in
Wild Bill: Me! Me!
class,just remember:They are more scared
Alien: Can you teach us how to create
of you than you are of them. Trust me.
an honorable democracy?
Wild Bill: Well, here's the thing. We
Scott Labby is a senior history matry to avoid promoting such a concept beand a regular columnist ofThe
jor
yond our own shores. Hell, we aren't very
Maine Campus.
fond of our own. Which, by the way, we

/
Computer

• Letters to the Editor

The Other Side

• From the president
ings of the institution. At this
ry Kelley.
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Correction

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among
members of the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
250 words. Guest columns should be approximately 600 words. Submissions must
include full name,address and phone number. Anonymous letters will not be published
without a compelling reason. Submissions may be edited for length, taste and libel.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton

Cranially Constipated

/ PonKNow

By Israel Skelton
WHAT p0 YOU MEAN?
THAT
TI/IS trNr EvEN c.LasE LoOks LIKE
TOr
LorivEL
SNY
OE
WNGES AT LEAST
ELEVEN
INCHES.
4RE
YOU
CRAZY?

6UT YOU TOI-D INE 71147:-

(
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Mr GNU

By Travis Dandro
LEAVE °UT
A CHocoLATe CAKE
AND A GLASS oF miLk
oRflE psycHoyic.
INTRUDER.

kEy Kos,iE yoU
Like me, you'IZE
AEQAD oF 5eiNG
imuRoeiZED IN yoUR
)
SLeep

T1-;AT'S 'vat'jt

rn

ScRurrIOCI0U5

4•43,
0
4.>4ii

/
DILBERT ® by

Scott Adams

I'M SENDING YOU
TO A TRAINING
COURSE THAT RUNS
AT NIGHT 50 YOU
WON'T MISS ANY
WORK.

0
'
44

IT MIGHT SEEM LIKE
AN IMMORAL ABUSE
OF l'AY POWER, BUT
I LIKE TO CALL IT
"A MUTUAL INVESTMENT
IN YOUR CAREER."

AND THEY
HAVE VENDING
MACHINES IF
YOU GET
HUNGRY!

egsee
v COMPANY TRAINING
LET'S GO AROUND THE
ROOM AND WE'LL EACH
SAY WHAT WE HOPE
TO LEARN.

I HOPE TO LEARN
WHETHER 11-lAT THING
ON YOUR HEAD IS A BAD
-TOUPEE, A DEAD ANIMAL,
OR A HIDEOUS FREAK
OF NATURE.

CAN I CALL
THAT "GENERAL"?

41

NON E::)111TUlt

For Friday, April 4
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Your
birthday chart looks very good. You must have
done something to deserve this good fortune. Or
maybe the people who count just like your face. In
either instance, you can look for harmony in all
areas of your life this year.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): The more you
try to influence the outcome of something, the less
effect you seem to have on it. What does this
suggest'? For one thing it suggests that if you leave
well alone. The situation will quite happily resolve
itself, allowing you more time to indulge your passion for, well, passion.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): No matter
how much pressure you find yourself under today, you know you won't crack. Someone in
authority will notice your composure and mark
you down as one to watch. Could it be your
career is about to take off?
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): There is no point
in getting angry with people who are either too stupid
or too selfish to see that their bad behavior is getting
them nowhere. It will hurt them far more if you
ignore them than if you shout at them,so pretend you
can't hear them and, with any luck, you won't.
CANCER(June 21-July 22): These are serious
times for you. If your attitude is positive and you
refuse to be disheartened, even difficult situations
will work out for the best. Money and career matters
are especially well-starred today. If you act as if you
can't possibly fail, the chances are you won't.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22): If it is true that love
makes the world go around,then your head should
be spinning. A splendid aspect means that no one
is immune to your charms. For that reason alone
you must be careful whom you impress— you
may end up with more admirers than you know
what to do with.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): It takes a lot to
impress a Virgo, but someone seems to have done
the trick. You, however, are much too practical to
drop everything simply because there is magic in
the air. Romance can be fun today, but if you
suspect it is going to cost a fortune, one way or
another, you may decide to give it a miss.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): What a day this
should be. Potent planetary activity spells passion
with a capital "F'. No one will be untouched by
your charms today— no one in his/her right mind
would want to be.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): What do you
want from life? Why haven't you got it yet? The
answer to the second question is easy: It is because
you haven't been honest with yourself about the
answer to the first. Until you acknowledge what
you really desire, you will continue to get things you
don't really need.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21): If others are offended by your excessive behavior,
that is their problem. With Jupiter, your ruler,
in fine form over the next 48 hours, you probably don't care what anyone thinks. In fact,
you are liable to prefer it if they think your
actions outrageous. Ignore advice, reject tradition and have fun.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Jan. 19): You will be
in a wonderfully mellow mood today. It doesn't
matter what goes wrong, you can't be bothered to
get upset about it. Now you can see life for what it
is. It makes you wonder why you ever saw it any
other way. You could feel this way all the time if
you try.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): In a year full
of special days, this is a very special day. If you
realize it is special, you will make the effort to make
it more special still. What is so special about it is
simply that you now have undeniable evidence that
anything is possible for those who believe. And you
most certainly do.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): It is one of the
wonders of life that when we lose something we
gain something too. So instead of lamenting over
what you have lost, try celebrating what you have
gained. Whatever it is, one thing is certain: Once
you get used to it, you would never swap back in a
thousand years.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, April 5
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Aim to
be first in everything you do over the next year.
With the planets working in your favor, you will
find you are always two steps— at least— ahead of
the opposition. Remember: You don't just want to
win— you want to win with style.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): You will be on
your very best form this weekend— but not necessarily your best behavior. The only ones who might
complain are those who have no sense of humor.
But if they have no sense of humor, how will they
know you are laughing at their expense? Be gentle.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): You will devote
a large chunk of the weekend to thinking about an
offer you can hardly believe. Being the realistic
person you are, you are expecting some kind of
catch. There isn't. The offer won't be open for
long, so make your mind up quickly.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Do your own
thing,in your own way,at your own pace today. Let
others copy you if they wish, but don't let anything
they do or say change plans you have already made.
It doesn't matter what rung of the social or professional ladder you occupy, you are your own boss
this weekend.
CANCER(June 21-July 22): Nothing in life is
impossible. Some things may be more difficult than
others to achieve, but it is only a matter of degree.
You may be wondering this weekend just how high
you should be aiming. The best course of action is
to think ofthe most wonderful thing you can— then
aim higher still.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Things are looking
good for you at the moment. Planetary activity
today and Monday suggests there is no telling how
far you can travel or how much you can achieve if
you put your mind to it. You won't have to try that
hard— things will just happen as if by magic.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.2,2): Let your hair down
and have some fun. If you find yourself in the right
crowd of people this weekend, then anything is
possible. Don't be surprised if you start doing
things you would loudly criticize if other people
were involved. There are times when even Virgoans are affected by double standards!
LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct.22): However good it is
now, it is going to get even better this weekend.
You must make the most of every opportunity that
comes your way over the next 48 hours. Who
knows when they will come again? Who knows
where you might be a year from now if you follow
your lucky star?
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21): Scorpios create
their own luck, usually through careful planning
and dogged persistence. Once in a while, however,
something happens that catches you unawares. It
doesn't matter if you think you deserve the break
you are about to get— what matters is that you
make good use of it.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21): What can
you do to liven up your social life? Does it actually
need to be livened up? You may think so, but not
everyone agrees. Fortunately, not everyone can tell
you what to do or how to behave. They may try, but
it will probably go in one ear and out the other.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Jan. 19): Family and
financial matters will go exceMingly well this weekend. If you have had trouble in these areas recently,
then it may just be that they deminish to a manageable level— but it will seem as if they have gone for
good. You will be amazed at how much better that
makes you feel.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20-Feb.18): Jupiter in your
birth sign is perfectly aligned with the Sun of Aries
today. Of all the possible aspects this is one of the
very best. Something will almost certainly put a
smile on your face— it may be big, it may be small
but it will be wonderful. It will also be the kind of
thing you like to share with friends.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Your financial
problems aren't as bad as you appear to believe they
are. Think how many people would like to change
places with you. Once you see your troubles in
perspective, you won't worry about them so much.
Then, the solution you have been looking for will
present itself.
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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theArts

• Film and discussion

UMaine connects with documentary subject
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
Several members of the University of
Maine community showed up last night for
the showing ofthe Academy Award-winning
documentary "Breathing Lessons: The Life
and Work of Mark O'Brien," which was
followed by a conference call to O'Brien.
"The film was really inspiring, and you
are a really beautiful person," one woman

told O'Brien.
The documentary is a powerful look at the
life ofa man who's spent most of his life in an
iron lung, a large tube invented in the 1940s
that creates a vacuum and makes O'Brien's
chest rise and fall, allowing him to breathe.
O'Brien is one of an estimated 120 people in
the world who rely on the device.
O'Brien contracted polio at age 6 and has
been dependent on the machine ever since.
While O'Brien's everyday life has

Artist ofthe

Week

changed little since the announcement of the
award,there have been significant changes in
his life in general, he said. He has suddenly
become a popular man.
"I get more e-mail I can't answer, and
people call me for interviews all the time,"
O'Brien told the audience, his voice emanating from a black box at the front of the room.
"After seeing it in the paper four or five times,
it doesn't seem like a big deal anymore."
In fact, O'Brien said, he'll be doing an
interview with "People" magazine Friday.
O'Brien also said he has had no major
health problems since the film was made.
"I've had my wheelchair modified so I
can get out more often," he said. "I get out
once a month or so, but I'd like to get out

more."
The film,directed by Jessica Yu,was shot
in 1995 and features O'Brien as the only
speaker, as he tells the story of his life. This
is interspersed with his readings ofhis poetry.
The two parts fit together smoothly, as the
poetry reflects on a part of his life he has
talked about.
In the film,O'Brien talks about his life in
a nursing home between the time he moved
out of his parents' house and went to Berkeley, where he received his bachelor's degree
in 1981 at age 32.
"(The nursing home) was the worst time
of my life," he said.
See O'BRIEN on page 16

• Concert

Orchestra changes moods
By Lester B. Smith
Maine Campus staff

Catherine Atkinson, a graduate student at the University of Maine, sits by
some of her watercolor paintings that are on display in the Coffee Shop.
(Dave Gagne Photo.)
maintain the spontaneity she enjoys and
By Helene Farrar
create exciting surfaces.
to
Maine Campus staff
These watercolor paintings and drawCatherine Atkinson, a native of En- ings are proof of Atkinson's ability to
gland, is currently showing her most push the medium. With combinations of
recent watercolor paintings and draw- sensual wet-on-wet surfaces and enerings in the Memorial Union Coffee Shop. getic, dramatic markmaking,one's aesAtkinson is a graduate student working thetics are definitely evoked.
on a master of liberal studies degree,
Although Atkinson and her husband,
with a focus on the fine arts. She re- Oliver, moved to their French Island
ceived her bachelor of arts degree from apartment from a castle in Northern EnKent Institute of Art and Design in North- gland, Atkinson has enjoyed the intelern England.
lectual challenges she has faced in
"You have to imagine that you're Maine, especially the courses offered
looking up at the sky and making pic- by the art department. Not only has she
tures from them," Atkinson said. "My been encouraged to reflect on how she is
work requires the viewer in meditative making art, but also to re-examine why.
states." The works try to express ideas
"It is amazing to be studying again in
and emotions of color, illumination, such great classes," Atkinson said.
landscape and ethereal-peaceful moods.
The Student Art League will continIn the work titled "Lichen Rock," ue to present art exhibitions and openAtkinson creates visual ideas of fractile ings throughout the semester, featuring
dimension; shape designs are the same the works of senior art students.
on both miniature versus extreme spacUpcoming exhibitions in the Union
es.
Coffee Shop: Jeff Jacques, April 6-20;
Atkinson uses a variety of techniques and Tim Morin, April 20-May 3.
and media when creating her images.
Many of these begin with wet-on-wet
Artist of the Week, a weekly feature
surfaces with flooding water and color, encompassing all art disciplines, works
and then are worked back into with to improve arts awareness and recognigraphite, crayon and chalk. Atkinson tion on campus. Questions, suggestions
finds these approaches enable her to or comments? Call Helene, at 581-1272.

The Minsky Music Recital Hall was
filled to capacity Wednesday night and the
University Orchestra took the audience
through several phases of emotions with its
music.
The orchestra began the night with the
dynamic music of "Montagues and Capulets" from "Romeo and Juliet," which in
the commanding music captured the feeling of hatred and feud between two families.
From there, the audience was taken to a
setting as peaceful as mountain springs during Mozart's"Concerto in D Major,"featuring university student Melanie Torberg on
the flute.
The feeling of peace and tranquillity
continued with the melodic performance of
Weber's"Concerto in Eb Major," featuring
student Jennifer Wilcox.
The toe-tapping performance ofthe night
was the music of"Bunch of Fiddle Tunes,"
in which the orchestra displayed homophonic sounds that made the audience feel like
it was at a Southern ball.

The orchestra maintained its energetic
pace with the pulsating rhythm of Mussorgsky's "Hopak" from the "Fair at Sorchin."
The concluding performance was the
perfectly executed Beethoven's "Symphony No.1 in C Major." Every stroke of the
strings, blow of the horns and beat of the
drums was in sequence.
"I enjoyed the concert and especially the
violin section because they had difficult
parts, but they made it look easy,"third-year
UMaine student Lisa Moore said.
The performance was exciting because it
had a good blend of music that kept the
audience on the edge ofits seat,second-year
student John Williams said.
It shouldn't have been a surprise to the
audience that it was hearing musical perfection, because guest conductor German Caceres, conductor and music director of El
Salvador Symphony Orchestra, led the orchestra. In addition, Caceres has been honorary president of the Strings Festival in
Dachstein.
The 43-member orchestra had been preparing for the concert since February with
the leadership of director and music professor Anatole Wieck.

From the home office at Beta Theta Pi
Top Ten Reasons why the Top Ten list did not appear in
last week's paper
10. I was being oppressed by the Gnu.
9. Lets just say that the title was,"Top Ten Things that smell
Like Bleach."
8. I'm just going to blame it on The Greek System...just like
everyone else
7. It was due to an April Fool's joke gone awry.
6. Two words: NCAA sanctions.
5. They tricked me by telling me I could either have page 12 of
Friday's paper or the front page of Tuesday's.
4. It was an ethical decision due to the fact my list is animal
tested.
3. Let's just say that the "Friends of Shibles" carry just a little
too much weight here on campus.
2. I made the mistake of giving them the ultimatum "It is either
me or Sex Matters."
1. Unbeknownst to me, The Maine Campus has a new policy of
only publishing funny material.

By Eric Simonds
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• 25th Anniversary

Bumstock to include much more than music
By Adam White
Maine Campus staff
With the coming of April comes Bumstock,the University of Maine's annual festival of music and fun that helps students
deal with the stress of upcoming finals.
This year's Bumstock is the 25th anniversary ofthe first festival,and many things

have changed as it has evolved from a haphazard keg party in a field to an organized,
professional yet laid-back extravaganza of
entertainment.
Continuing the philosophy of musical
and cultural diversity,the organizer ofBumstock, Off-Campus Board, has made an effort to showcase different kinds of music
and activities from both the local pool of

• Performance

Bands to 'blow roof off'
By Adam White
Maine Campus staff
Boston's bastard children of ska,
Thumper, will mark their return to Orono
with a performance at the Oronoka Saturday night.
Thumper, a seven-piece outfit that comprises the usual guitar, bass and drums ensemble augmented by a horn section, is not
your typical ska band. As evidenced by the
band's live show and its latest recording,"No
One Leaves the Disco Alive,"Thumper plays
a more aggressive brand of ska, combining
the upbeat bounce of traditional ska with a
metal-tinged edge.
University ofMaine studentDavid Meiklejohn saw Thumper perform atthe now-demolished Ram's Horn several years ago and remembers the experience positively.

THE DAY

"They played this heavy, poppy, strange
mix ofska-type disco stuff," he said."All the
kids were bouncing up and down and everyone was having a good time. The singer is
great because he knows how to communicate
with the crowd."
Local outfit Brown Hornet,who will perform at this year's Bumstock, will open for
Thumper and is excited about it.
"I've heard good things about Thumper,
and Brown Hornet is as tight as it's ever
been," outspoken vocalist-rapper Andy
Howard of Brown Hornet said."Both bands
are going to blow the roof off that place, so
they better be insured."
The show, sponsored by Student Entertainment and Activities, will start at 8 p.m.
Saturday.Admission will be$2with a UMaine
ID and $3 without. Alcohol will be sold with
the proper identification.
Stop Smoking.
American Heart atah
Association
‘
,
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than ever for a rewarding,safe and memorable festival. In fact, it is a festival atmosphere we are hoping to produce and offer
for UMaine students and the surrounding
community."
Lundin is particularly excited about the
new additions to Bumstock.
"New opportunities include a coffeehouse tent with hot beverages and baked
goodies.This tent will also offer some alternative music-entertainment including poetry,a faculty band and other local talent,"she
said.
Ian Hammond, co-president of Student
Entertainment and Activities and activities
and tent administrator,stressed that the coffeehouse tent will focus on non-rock and
roll,acoustic acts, poetry and open mikes all
day, with dance and techno-hip hop DJs
spinning records in the evening. This is the
first time in recent memory there will be so
many activities for the crowd to involve
itself in. There are also some surprises that
OCB is keeping under wraps for now.
Bumstock 25 will begin at 4 p.m. April
25 with former Student Government President Ben Meiklejohn kicking things off on
the main stage. Admission, as always, will
be free.
OCB is still looking for people to help
volunteer their time and energy for such
things as set-up,security and aiding in making sure the festival runs smoothly. Volunteers will receive a free commemorative
Bumstock T-shirt. Those interested should
call the OCB office,at 581-1840,or come to
Bumstock meetings Mondays at 4 p.m. in
the Ham Room of Memorial Union.

talent as well as national music scene.
There are 23 acts scheduled to perform
this year, roughly half of which are campus
bands. This is a few acts shy of the number
of performers last year, but there promises
to be a greater sense of continuity as the
bands switch from stage to stage as the
weekend progresses.
Headlining Friday night's performance
will be Jiggle the Handle,a groove-oriented
outfitfrom Massachusetts that has performed
for and with bands such as Blues Traveler
and Phish.They will bejoined Friday evening
by another Beantown band, Flunky,a hornoriented R&B funk band with a female
vocalist.
Campus bands that will perform that
evening will include Billings Brew,a bluesrock outfit, as well as Spoken Four and
many others.
Saturday night Motel Brown,a Burlington, Vt.-based reggae band, will close the
festivities. Also playing Saturday will be
Papa Loves Mambo, a percussive worldbeat unit, and Boogieman,a funk-disco ensemble from Massachusetts. Local bands
Saturday will include Strange Pleasure,
Brown Hornet and Chiaband.
In addition to the musical selections at
Bumstock, there will be other activities on
the field for those who wish to wander
around and experience the scene. Off-Campus Board Co-President Shannon Lundin is
excited and eager to make this Bumstock
memorable.
"Many may not realize that this is the
25th anniversary of Bumstock," she said.
"With this in mind,our efforts are stronger

This Saturday!!!
The Memorial Union
Casino and Carnival
Extravaganza!!!
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When?:Friday, April 4th
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Where?: Oronoka Restaurant
Bangor Rd.(Route 2)

!
...first mound ofchips - only a couple bucks!!
Time?:9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Why?:PARTY...Music with DJ and cash bar
with ID.
Price?:Prepaid tickets are $4.00 and it's $5.00
at the door.
Who?:By The International Students
Association for You!!!
Note: Buses leave Estabrooke Hall at 9,9:30, 10, and 10:30pm
and return at 11:30, 12, 12:30, and lam.
For more info, and tickets, contact:Sami 866-7131, Sammy 866-0455,
Kannan 1-6873, Wilnur 866-4043

To include...
Card Games
Antique Photos($1 per photo)
Big Prizes!!!
Bake-off Sale
Live Music(Band T.B.A.)
Dancing
Temporary Tattoo Artist!!!
Cash Bar wild
Tarot Card Reader!!!

TONS OF FUN!!!

Starts at 8pm!!!!!
Brought to you by:
ROC / SEA / South Campus Area Board
Comp Fee / Wilde Stein / Circle K and...
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment•581-1735
Center for Students and Community Life
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• MSNBC

Cable network moves into new studios
SECAUCUS,NJ.(AP)—MSNBC has
an expensive new studio complete with
on-air coffee bar, but the fledgling network won't say how many people will be
looking at it.
The cable and Internet news network
on Wednesday unveiled its nearly $65
million headquarters in this northern New
Jersey suburb, where it will begin broadcasts from its new studio on Monday.
The new facility includes a rotating
anchor's desk, a video dome lit up by
three rear-screen projectors and a video
backdrop with moving clouds.
Nearly nine months after it took to the
air, however, MSNBC officials are mum
on the size of its audience. They haven't
ordered a ratings report from Nielsen
Media Research, which would reveal its
viewership to the public and competi-

tors, and won't give out numbers on their
own.
MSNBC,a venture between NBC and
Microsoft Corp., will be available in 35
million households by the end of the
month, said Mark Harrington, the network's vice president and general manager. There are about 70 million homes
with cable or satellite television, according to Paul Kagan Associates.
The network is negotiating with Nielsen about a potential contract to get ratings, Nielsen spokesman Jack Loftus said.
It's in MSNBC's interest to have as many
Nielsen families receiving the network
as possible.
"We want to have it be accurate and
right, something we are comfortable
with," Harrington said. "Then we will
have a benchmark set."

O'Brien

from page 14

Toward theend ofthe film,O'Brien talked
about his general feelings toward having a
disability.
"I spend a lot of time feeling sorry for
myself," he said.
At one point in his life, O'Brien said he
had considered committing suicide.
"When I was young,I would edge myself
toward the edge of the bed, but I would
chicken out," he said.
O'Brien has written several articles on
physician-assisted suicide, a topic he says

gives disabled people in nursing homes into
thinking they have been given"permission to
get killed."
A disability, O'Brien said in the film,
should be seen as a social problem.Everyone
should consider the fact that they could become disabled at any time.
"It is not us against them," he said."We
don't want to be away from everyone else.
We want to have the locus of control within
ourselves. We just want the power control
our lives the way everyone else does."
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He said it's common in the cable industry for new networks to wait before
making ratings information public.
Harrington said MSNBC is being add-

ed to cable systems at a rate faster than
anticipated. The network predicts 55 million households will have access to MSNBC by the year 2000.

• Blacklist

Guild restores names
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Some of Hol- cials of being communists, fanning atlywood's best-known films were written tacks against people suspected ofcommuby people who worked under fake names nist leanings or affiliation.
The accusations spread to Hollywood
to get around a blacklist of writers who
in
with
communist-hunters
House Un-American Activities Comby
targeted
were
mittee
Hearings in which writers, directhe 1950s.
decredits
they
tors,
writers
the
actors
and others were called to tesgive
the
To
has
Guild
of
America
tify.
the
Writers
serve,
Individuals who refused to testify or
been replacing their pseudonyms with the
who
voted
to
correct
the
were accused by colleagues of politrear names,and recently
credits for two dozen McCarthy-era films. ical activity faced career-ending studio
Among the 1940s-1970s movies af- blacklisting.
Some continued to work by submitting
fected by Monday night's vote are "Born
Free," "Hellcats of the Navy," "Inherit scripts under false names or using the
names of others. Some writers felt comthe Wind" and "The Robe."
Brian Walton, executive director of pelled to hide up until the early 1970s,
the guild's West Coast branch, said since there was no official end to the
Wednesday that "these sad and unfortu- blacklist.
The latest films to be corrected include
nate actions of the past" will be rectified
"Born Free" (1966), the story of three
with the help of the movie industry.
The guild began a program in 1968 to lion cubs reared by a Kenyan game warbegin correcting inaccurate movie and TV den and his wife. The credit for Gerald
show credits, confirming pseudonyms or L.C. Copley will be changed to reflect the
proving that someone fronted for a writer. actual writer, Lester Cole.
Bernard Gordon's name was added to
It had already announced credit changes
for 10 films including "Roman Holiday" the credits of "Hellcats of the Navy"
(1957), which he co-wrote with David
and "Lawrence of Arabia."
Lang. The original writing credit listed
Joe
Sen.
when
began
The blacklists
Lang and Raymond T. Marcus.
offiDepartment
McCarthy accused State

Need someone to talk to?
Feeling overwhelmed?
Feel you have no where to turn?

CALL 581-4020
The University's 24 Hour Accessline

Centerfor Students and Community Life
caringfor the community's well-being.
This service has been made possible by a grantfrom the University of Maine Foundation.
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• Baseball

Storm has Maine's weekend plans up in the air
By Scott Martin
Maine Campus staff
The storm that wasn't in Maine was
the real thing in lower New England,
dumping 15 inches on some unsuspecting states.
The result is canceled games and a
shuffling of the schedule for Maine head
baseball coach Paul Kostacopoulos. The
Black Bears had a doubleheader with
Brown canceled Wednesday,and at press
time the Black Bears were trying to schedule a Friday game with Northeastern and
trying to decide where to play a pair of
doubleheaders with Vermont.
Not playing Wednesday means that
when Maine faces Vermont Saturday or
Northeastern Friday it will be the first
game the Black Bears will have played
since March 29,and only the third time the
Black Bears have played in 11 days — an
extreme change from the team's playing
21 games in 23 days during spring break.
"The most discouraging thing is guys
miss innings and miss opportunities for
development,especially as far as a young
pitching staff goes, and that really hurts
us," Kostacopoulos said. "I think our position players can cope, but you can't
create game situation for young pitchers."
Playing Friday would give the Black
Bears a chance to get some ofthose younger guys some pitching. Kostacopoulos
said he will us Friday's game to get Ron
Coombs and Garrett Quinn some muchneeded at-bats as well.
"I don't want some guys to rot on the
bench," he said.
Maine has been relegated to practic-

Mahaney Diamond, covered by snow in some spots, may be ready for action as early as next weekend. (Dave Gagne
Photo.)
ing in the field house and has seen only
limited time outside. The Black Bears
defense has suffered because of the transition from playing inside to playing outside. In 23 games the Black Bears have
committed 40 errors.
"I think it hurts us from a defensive
standpoint," Kostacopoulos said.
The transition has to be a tough one,
but the Black Bears have done well playing outside. Offensively, the numbers

speak for themselves. Maine is hitting
.283 and has scored 227 runs. At 10-13,
5-1 in America East, the Black Bears
record hasn't suffered much, either.
"It's all on coach Kosty," said Maine
captain Nick Caiazzo, who is hitting .284
with 22 RBIs."He keeps our intensity up
and makes it feel like game situations. It
can't be just a walk-through."
According Maine Athletic Grounds
Crew Manager Jim Dunphy, Mahaney

Diamond could be ready by next weekend for the Black Bears to practice on.
There was almost no snow left on the
infield Thursday, and most of the outfield was clear of snow, with the exception of left field, which was covered by
ice. First base was a mud puddle, as was
the home plate area.
"Most of it depends on how cold it
gets here at night as to when we can out
there," Kostacopoulos said.

• Racing

• Softball

Freshman makes impact Craven injured after crash
Sarah Jewett among Maine leaders
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
Coming into her first season at Maine,
Sara Jewett knew she could play at the
collegiate level. After a legendary high
school career, it was just a case of getting
the playing time necessary to get the job
done. She has received it, and the team and
its offensive statistics have benefited.
The catcher-designated hitter is hitting
.374 with four home runs and 26 RBIs.The
latter two are tops on the club, with Jewett
already tied with two alumni for most home
runs in a season. She also leads the team in
runs scored (22), total bases(59)and slugging percentage (.648).
Head coach Janet Anderson found out
about Jewett when she went on a recruiting
trip to Massachusetts,where Jewettis from.
Anderson and her staff saw Jewett play
numerous times, including at the National
Coaches Exposure Camp at Amherst,Mass.
After getting glowing reports from opposing coaches, Anderson decided to pursue
her. Anderson has not regretted it.
"She's quite balanced, has a lot ofcornposure,is doing what we saw her do in high
school, and basically has stepped up to
what she needs to be doing right now,"

Anderson said.
"This young lady
is truly an allaround athlete."
Jewett began
her career at Hayerhill High School
in Massachusetts,
where she cornpiled a .432 average, 17 home
runs, 12 triples Sarah Jewett. (Courand nine doubles tesy Photo.)
in four seasons.
She led her team to the 1995 Merrimack
Valley Conference Championship and was
elected to the 1995 Boston Herald Eastern
Mass in her senior year. She was also
named a 1995 State Softball Coaches Association Senior Shriners All-Star.
One of the high school statistics that
stands out the most is the 103 runs Jewett
scored and 51 bases she stole, remarkable
marks for a catcher. She played soccer,
basketball and field hockey as well as softball in high school, but they didn't necessarily help her endurance when it came to
play on the diamond, Jewett said.
See JEVVETT on page 18

FORT WORTH,Texas(AP)— Ricky
Craven was in serious but stable condition
after being injured in a crash Thursday
during the opening session of Winston
Cup practice at the new Texas Motor
Speedway.
Craven, 30, was taken by helicopter to
Parkland Health and Hospital System in
Dallas, where his injuries were listed as a
fractured right shoulder blade and a concussion. Earlier reports supplied by a track
spokesman of a fractured skull and a ruptured left eardrum proved erroneous.
The driver from Newburgh,Maine,was

practicing for Sunday's Interstate Batteries 500 when he lost control of his Chevrolet and hit the fourth turn wall on the
1.5-mile oval.
Track safety workers said Craven was
conscious and alert when removed from
the battered car.
Susan Wilson, a hospital spokeswoman,said Craven, who was in the hospital's
Intensive Care Unit, would be kept for
further examination and observation for
at least 72 hours.
"He's basically in very good condition," Wilson said.

Student-Athlete ofthe Week

Shelly Leferve
SENIOR
FIRST BASEMAN
Michelle Lefevre, a senior for the
UMaine softball team, has been named
\ the UMaine Student-Athlete ofthe Week.

Lefevre won the 1997 Dean Smith
Award, given to Maine's top male and
female senior student-athlete.
--)
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Jewett

from page 19

"To play those three you have to be in
pretty good running shape. I'd get to softball, and it would just seem easy," Jewett
said."At the end ofthe season,other people
would still get tired running around the
bases, and I'd kind of be ahead of them a
little bit. But it really has nothing to do with
it, because you don't have to be in great
endurance shape for softball."
Even though it seems like the game got
easy for Jewett, she never looked at it that
way.
"It was kind of the same old, stuff.
There were times you would get humbled,
like I still struck out now and then and still
made errors, but it wasn't so much easy as
it was routine," Jewett said.
If Jewett needs any help hitting, she
needs look no further than other batters in
the lineup. Melissa Creegan,Michelle Puls,
Kathryn Murphy,Shelly Lefevre and Jewett are all batting over .300. Jewett said that
although she got frustrated when she didn't
get any hits during some games early on,
she learned from the veterans' examples.
"They just seem so calm and everything. They're good hitters, but know how
to act when they don't hit too," Jewett said.
"They know that you can't hit it every time,
and have good attitudes. Ijust try to follow
their lead."
How she and other freshman adjust to
pitching is something Anderson always
worries about. But how Jewett has produced so far has answered that question.
"She has worked very hard at this. She's
a good athlete, picks these things up and
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• Baseball

Estabrook to get MRI

works very hard at getting these things
done," Anderson said. "That has paid off.
She has taken a giant step in terms of her
development."
By Scott Martin
Jewett has noticed some differences,
Maine Campus staff
one of those being pitching. The array of
Maine's already depleted pitching stafftook
different pitches thrown is something she
has had to get used to in both batting and another hit when sophomore Andy Estabrook
catching. Jewett said that in high school all came up sore again Wednesday.
Estabrook has been out with a sore pitching
that was thrown was a fastball and changeup, while now pitchers throw drops, risers elbow since March 11 with what was thoughtto
be tendinitis. After coming up sore again this
or curves.
week,Estabrookisoutindefinitely and isschedmuch
so
is
game
this
in
"Being a catcher
uled to have an MRI Monday.
said.
Jewett
school,"
high
different from
"It's really discouraging, because we gave
to
is
make
to
had
I've
"The biggest change
three weeksoffand he's still hurting,soI'm
him
pitches
the
catch
to
box
move up in the
there is really something more there,"
thinking
early
the
and
fall
the
In
before they break.
coach Paul Kostacopoulos said.
head
Maine
breakthe
all
on
caught
spring I was getting
is 0-1 this season in three starts,
Estabrook
ing pitches."
Two seasons ago Estabrook
ERA.
3.38
a
with
Maine
the
of
One of the characteristics
with a line drive in just his
face
the
in
hit
was
team is that up and down the lineup it has
recIshirted. Last season
was
He
start.
fourth
been successful. Anderson attributes that
10 games, going 1-5
just
pitched
Estabrook
to how everyone respects each other no
missed time last
also
He
ERA.
6.75
a
with
matter what how well they are doing. Jewproblems.
arm
with
ett has taken a leadership role, which is season
Kostacopoulos said he is impressed with
hard to find in some freshmen.
"From freshmen through senior, our the way his team has been able to respond
bunch of kids has bonded really well,"
Anderson said."(Jewett has)fit in right off • Wednesday's game
the bat. And in a game it's her job to take
control, talk to her teammates and control
her pitchers. She's doing that very well."
(AP)— What's going on out West? Lots of
Despite being just a freshman,Jewett is
already a cornerstone of future success for runners circling the bases.
Three American League gamesin thePacifMaine. Although she didn't expect success
to come easily, Jewett knew she had the ic time zone produced 45 runs Wednesday
night.
capability to make an impact.
Boston gotfour ofthem with two outs in the
more
be
to
of
myself
kind
"I
expected
inning to stun Anaheim 6-5. New York,
ninth
not
and
nervous and be the true freshman,
get into it right away," she said."I think it sparked by three home runs by Tino Martinez,
has been mostly because I've been playing routed Seattle 16-2. And Cleveland, helped by
all year round. I'm so relaxed right now I David Justice's superb AL debut, edged Oakdon't even think of it as college and a land 9-7.
In other AL games, it was Minnesota 7,
higher level, because I'm used to being at
Detroit 6; Baltimore 4, Kansas City 2; and
this level already."
Toronto 6,Chicago 1.
The Angels led 5-2 and had Troy Percival,
their ace reliever, on the mound. He struck out
the first two batters, but then John Valentin
doubled, Mo Vaughn walked and Reggie Jefferson got an infield single to load the bases.
Percival then walked Tim Naehring and
Wit Cordero to make it 5-4, and hit Rudy
Pemberton on the upper left arm, tying the
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
game.
Pep Harris relieved, and pinch-hitter Troy

to injuries.
"Weare very resilient,"
Kostacopoulos said."Losing Pete Fisher and losing
Josh Harriman, who I feel
lost himself, and having
Andy go, this team keeps
bouncing back."
In the midst of this, Andy Eta brook.
Garrett Quinn has stepped (Courtesy Phoin and played hero for the to.)
Black Bears. Quinn is 5-0
in a team-leading 40-1/3 innings pitched. He
has a 2.68 ERA. Senior Dave Foran pitched
extremely well in last weekend's 6-3 complete
game win over Hartford and has begun to step
into the void as well.
"We have jumped on the back of Garrett
Quinn. He's doing the role of two or three
people," Kostacopoulos said."Dave Foran last
week had an airofconfidence and wasthrowing
his fastball and his breaking ball really well. I
think he may have sensed that, 'Hey, Andy
might not be back. I've got to step up.—

Sox come back in ninth

WASTED
YOUTH.

TIME IS RUNNING OUT...

•ft
McDonald s

To Apply For

$ummer
Work Study
Deadline is:
Friday, April 4, 1997
Pick up an application at
Student Employment - 229 Alumni Hall

or
Student Financial Aid - Wingate Hall

O'Leary had an infield single to third base,
knocking home the winning run in the season
opener for both teams.
Percival had just three blown saves in 39
chances last season.
"Hestruck outthe first twoin the ninth,then
we hitthejackpot,"Jimy Williamssaid after his
winning debut as the Red Sox manager."The
kid was wild. It worked out great for us. We
didn't even hit the ball out ofthe infield. Sometimes a win like that gets you going in the right
direction."
Percival couldn't believe he blew the lead.
"I was very focused for the first two batters,
then Ijust had a mental breakdown.!screwed it
up," he said. "If I'm going to get beat, I'm
going to get beat physically, not mentally.
"It's not going to happen again. ... I'd go
back out there right now if they wanted to start
another game."
The Angels,trailing 6-5,loaded the bases in
the bottom ofthe ninth before Heathcliffe SlocSee WEDNESDAY on page 20

994 Bacon
Double Cheeseburger
starts April 1 and
ends April 24.

_
McDonald s

Try the Bacon Double Cheeseburger
Extra Value Meal
which includes
America's Favorite Fries &
a medium soft drink
McDonald S
McDonald s
only $2.99
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• Basketball

NBA commissioner justifies league's young players
NEW YORK(AP)— David Stern has an NBA draft. Now with the Minnesota Timberanswer for those who question the exodus of wolves, he played in this year's All-Star
high school stars and college freshman for the game.
Last year, Kobe Bryant and Jermaine
NBA: Martina Hingis and Tara Lipinski.
"Of course, we'd rather that players go O'Nealjumped from high school to the NBA.
through college," the NBA commissioner Tracy McGrady, a high school player in
said Thursday. "But just look at those two North Carolina, intends to enter this NBA
young girls. One is 16 and is the world's top- draft and Lamar Odom, a New York star, is
ranked woman tennis player, the other is 14 considering a similar move.
Stern said the NBA has asked the union to
and is the world figure skating champion."
Stern spoke at a forum sponsored by consider an age restriction on entering the
Madison Square Garden that included NFL league.
"We'd like to see a college Final Four
commissioner Paul Tagliabue and NHLcomwith Stephon Marbury, Allen Iverson and
missioner Gary Bettman.
The discussion covered issues from fan some of the others who have opted to come
support to finances to franchise movement to into the NBA early," he said."They're more
player misconduct.The mostcompelling sub- mature at 23 than they are at 19, there's no
ject was the influx of young players, particu- question.
"But, on the other hand, look who the
larly in basketball.
statesmen is who's criticizing them —
Stephon
elder
Two of this year's top rookies,
of
Charles Barkley. I'd like to go back through
Marbury of Minnesota and Allen Iverson
and
our records and find out how many times
Philadelphia, left after their freshman
sophomore years at Georgia Tech and Geor- Charles was fined for misbehavior when he
getown, respectively. And now high school was younger."
Tagliabue, whose league allows players
players are getting in on the act.
Two years ago, Kevin Garnett went di- to enter the draft three years after they've
rectly from high school in Chicago to the finished high school, cited studies that dem-

Upcoming intramural events
The following are upcoming intramural events and
their sign up deadlines:
Pingpong, Monday,April 14
Outdoor softball, Monday,April 14
Coed tennis, Monday,April 14
Coed softball, Tuesday, April 8
Maine Day triathlon, Wednesday,April 30

onstrate a player who finishes college has a
longer and more lucrative NFL career.
Bettman noted that the NHL has changed
its draft age from 18 to 19. And he said it has
been trying to work out an agreement with the
NCAA that would allow players from Canadian junior hockey to go to college. Currently,Canadianjuniors are not permitted to play
at U.S. universities.
Asked about disciplinary problems, all
three commissioners noted mostoftheir players comport themselves well,in and out ofthe
arena.
Tagliabue disclosed he was pressured to

ban Dallas' Michael Irvin and Erik Williams
from playoff games after police said they
were investigating a woman's allegations
that she had been raped by Irvin at Williams'
house.
She later acknowledged she had fabricated the story about the players, both of whom
had been suspended previously for substance
abuse.
"I understand the concept of 'where's
'Tagliabue said.
there's smoke,there's fire,"
throw those guys
to
intense
was
heat
the
"But
about innosomewhere
out. I'm glad I heard
guilty."
cent until proven

The Bike Shop of Old Town,Inc.
Repairs Our Specialty

0

Ci

UMaine Students and Faculty April Specials!
(Must show University ID to receive any of the following discounts.)

•Complete Deore LX V-Brakes (front & rear brakes with
brake levers) Regular $99.95, Now Only $75.00
(Better than mail order prices!)
• 10% OFF all Regular Priced Parts & Accessories
• Special Discounts On Most Regular Priced Bikes
Beat the Sprin,,2 Rush--lia‘e Your Bike I tined

NOW!

Authorized Dealer of Diamondback, Jamis and Bianchi
"Come on in and check us out"

Call 581-1081 for more information.

Mon.- Thurs. 10 - 5 *Fri. 10 - 8 Sat. 10 - 4
VISA/MasterCard/Discover

Pat Pelletier, Prop.
(207)827-5450
27 North Main St., Old Town, ME 04468

•apar tments•
Orono apts for Fall 97, Eff, 1, 2, 1&2 br apt Old Town $375-475
3, 4, 5, house. Walking distance lease heat hot water inc. 5 br
to campus 866-2516/941-9113 house heat inc 850+ lease,security 827-4561
Orono apts showing + leasing eff,
1,2,3,4 bed apts heat + hot water Save $1800. + per year by living in a
eff start at 200 also summer rentals modem,dean 5br,2full bath Townhouse
great rates 827-7231
dose to UMO Call..827-6212
Old Town 1,2,3,4 bedroom apts
heat+ hot water included also 3
bedroom house 827-7231

Roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apt in Orono own bathroom and bedroom $262 a month
Call Matt 866-7740

Townhouse walking to UMO
Washer/dryer w/w taking dep Roommate wanted to share very
for May/Sept 4 per unit 235.00 nice Old Town apartment. Great
Call 8437943 pager 823 9968 landlords, view of river, parking,
quiet. $250/mo. heat + hot water
For Rent in June 3+4 Bedroom inc. Male or female ok. Call Josh
Apts., 1/2 mile from campus, 827-9237
Chem-free, no pets. Call 866-3785.
Summer Rental 5 Bedroom + 2
Summer Sublet $475/mo. 2 BR,
full bathroom Townhouse. ModLG LR + Kit Avail. mid-May -end of
ern, clean 1 mi to UM $200. ea
Aug. Call 827-7674 or 827-2573.
Everything...827-6212
Orono. Washburn Place Apts.
149 Park St. Luxury 2 BR Available for sublet May-Aug. Large
Townhome. 1 bath, heat, water, 4 br apt Main St. Orono w/parking
sewer incl. NO Pets. Sec Dep, bus rt. $750/mo util not incl Call
Lease req. $600. Call 945-6955. 866-0635
TAKING APPLICATION NOW.

RIVERVIEW TOWNHOUSES. Renting now 5 br + 2 full baths,
laundry, modern, clean, great
riverview 827-6212
BE Independent and SAVE over
$1800. in Dorm costs per year
for each person. 5 BR. 2 Full baths
827-6212
NOW renting for next school year 5 BR
2 full bath townhouse, Modern clean
many xtras $875. mo. 827-6212
Summer Sublet w/option to rent in
fall #15 Washburn 2BR, 1BA, basement, deck. NO PETS. Available
Mid May-Aug. $560/mo. + elect.
866-2388
Roommate needed:extra large bdrm.
greenhouse, dishwasher, washer/
dryer avail. $235 mo. util included
827-5458 available May 1st.
Old Town 1,2,3,4 bdrm
Ht, Wtr, Swr, inc.
$385.00-$750.00 8277404
Two Bedroom, heat & hot water
included, $450, 1 BR efficiency. All
utilities included. Available May
15th 866-2518

One and two bedroom apartments
downtown Orono available June first.
Give a call 866-2518 or 866-3248.

Bedroom for rent until Sept. 1 dose to
UM.in Townhouse Apt. Quiet,safe Lig$225 ALL incl. Srm $195. 827-6212

Old Town 2 Bdrm upstairs spacious, clean, w/d hup, busline,
avail. in May $450+util X2524 or
866-3844

SUMMER RENTAL AVAIL UNTIL
SEPT 1. 3 BR.APT. X-LG ROOMS
+ X-LG CLOSETS DOUBLE BATH,
CLOSE TO UM....827-6212

1,2,3 bedroom apts available Immed.
great places,students welcome. Ask
for Cheryl, Eve- 941-9500827-3489

Park Place 2 br, 2 baths, heat & h/
w incl. Full cellar for storage.
$600/mo + dep. Lease May-June
Call Lou at 866-4487

Old Town-2&3 bdr apts. well kept
& lg. HT/HW inc. 1 yr lease avail
6/1 & 7/1. $495/$695. W/D on
prm. 827-7492
Furnished rooms 2 minute walk
to campus. Clean quiet. 866
2816 & 7888

2 BDRM,2 story all utilities included.
Large yard. Pets negotiable $550
mo sec deposit. Call 827-7613
Quiet, classy upstairs apt. in
Old Town avail. 9/1/97. 2-3
bdrms, all util. incl. Call Steve
@ 827-8420

furnished apts Orono available immed or for Fall 1 & 2
Hot Water inPcirs walking distance to cam- 4 Br House Heat+
1st lease Dep
June
Due
cluded.
pus heated parking 866 2816
also 4 Br Apt due May 1st 950
house 800 apt. 941-9539
SUMMER ONLY. ROOMS FOR
RENT IN MODERN, CLEAN APT.
1MI.
TO CAMPUS IN 5 BR, 2 full bath Townhouse
STILLWATER. GREAT AREA. 827- close to UMO. Modern + clean
$875.mo/$175.mo each. Heat,
6212
water, sewer + incl. 827-6212
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ered and walked.
1995 AL pennant.
other top players.
Following the game atCamden Yards,Ripthe
for
runs
three
in
drove
McGwire
Mark
swinging
and
spring
all
relaxed
been
"He's
virtually
the bat really well," Yankees manager Joe Athletics, including a two-run double that tied ken signed a contract extension that
assures he'llfinish hiscareer with theOriolesthe game 6-6 in the fifth.
Torre said.
the only club he has played for.
Twins 7,Tigers6
Andy Pettitte, a 21-game winner for the
Jimmy Key pitched six strong innings in his
since
time
first
the
for
2-0
started
Minnesota
helped
season,
last
World Series champions
RBI.
debut. Key, who signed as a free
Baltimore
scored
single
one-out
Marty
Cordova's
1987.
in
streak
losing
New York break a five-game
Yankees 16, Mariners 2
no earned runs, four hits and a
agent,
allowed
it.
win
to
ninth
the
in
Meares
Pat
their
just
Yankees
the
Martinez homered in his first three at-bats the Kingdome and gave
to
to 7-0in eight career openingimprove
walk
giving
despite
victory
the
got
Aguilera
Rick
and drove in a career-high seven runs.Traded by third win in 18 games in Seattle.
day
starts.
Defor
homer
game-tying
Walbeck's
Matt
up
Indians 9, Athletics 7
the Mariners to New York after the 1995 season,
Blue Jays 6,White Sox 1
Justice,making his ALdebutjusteightdays troit in the top of the ninth.
he hitathree-run homerin thefirst,atwo-run shot
Roger Clemensearned his firstcareer victoSwinGreg
and
Olson
Gregg
relievers
Twins
in the third and a solo homer in the fifth offScott after being traded from Atlanta, hit a tie-breakthe Blue Jays — his other 192, along
with
of
ry
top
the
in
runs
three
up
give
to
combined
ing two-run homer in the top of the seventh to dell
Sanders, who was making his AL debui
three
AL Cy Young Awards,came in 13
with
lead.
5-4
a
took
Tigers
the
as
the eighth inning
Martinez got four chances to become the give Cleveland a season-opening win.
with
Boston. He pitched a six-hitter,
years
in
runs
four
up
gave
who
"Good athletes have a way of shortening But Dan Miceli,
13th player in history to hit four homers in a
and walked one in the AL's first
nine
struck
out
Greg
surrender
to
on
their adjustment period. David's a good ath- Tuesday's loss, came
game, but failed.
this season.
game
complete
botthe
in
homer
two-out
"It was just one of those things that hap- lete," Cleveland manager Mike Hargrove said. Colbrunn's two-run,
put host Toronto ahead 3Santiago
Benito
6-5.
up
went
Minnesota
as
tom of the eighth
pen," Martinezsaid."You really can't try to do "David Justice came up huge for us."
first AL hit, a two-run
his
fourth
with
the
in
1
2
Orioles 4,Royals
Justice,also tripled and singled.Jim Thome
it."
Orlando Merced,
off
Alvarez.
Wilson
homer
openan
in
base
third
Cal Ripken,playing
The Mariners traded Martinez to New and newcomerKevin Mitchelladded solo hombroke open the
Jays
newcomer,
Blue
run
another
a
saved
1982,
since
time
York before the 1996 season because they ers for the retooled Indians, who have only 11 er for the first
the seventh.
in
a
double
game
with
three-run
horntwice,
doubled
play,
a sparkling
couldn't afford to keep him along with their players remaining from the team that won the with

umb got Jorge Fabregason a short fly ball toend
it.
Luis Alicea singled home two runs and
scored once for Anaheim, and another new
Angel, Eddie Murray, got his 1,900th career

classifieds
help
wanted
Premiere brother-sister
camps in Massachusetts
counselor positions for talented and energetic students
as Program Specialists in all
team sports, especially Baseball, Basketball, Roller Hockey,
Gymnastics, Field Hockey, Soccer, Volleyball; 30 Tennis openings; also Golf, Archery,
Riflery, Pioneering/Overnight
Camping, Ropes and Rock
Climbing, Weight/Fitness and
cycling; other openings include
Performing Arts, Fine Arts, Figure Skating, Newspaper, Photography, Yearbook, Radio Station, and Rocketry; all waterfront/pool activities (swimsailing,
skiing,
ming,
canoeing/
windsurfing,
kayaking). Top salaries, room,
board, and travel. June 22ndAugust 20th. Inquire: MAH,KEE-NAC (boys): 1-800-7539118 DANS EL (gi rls): 1-800392-3752

Tutoring/assisting with BUA 350,
335, and CHF 351. $5.00/hour.
Call Bill Picard at 1-7170.
GREAT SUMMER JOB IN
MAINE Top rated boys sports
camp. Counselors to teach/
coach all sports: tennis, basketball, baseball, hockey, waterfront, rock climbing, general counselor and more. Play
sports! Have fun! Save money!
Call tollfree (888)844-8080 or
online
applywww.campcedar.com/cedar
National Parks Hiring-Plus Forests, Beach Resorts, Ranches,
Rafting companies up to $12/
hour. Nationwide Openings.
Call 919-918-7767, ext R177

200 Summer jobs left: NY,
PA, Maine. Teach/summer
camps- swimming (WSI/LGT),
sailing, windsurfing, canoe,
water-ski, tennis, arts/crafts,
baseball, basketball, gymnastics, outdoor educ. Piano accompanist, Arlene Streisand
1-800-443-6428
_
FILM/VIDEO/JOURNALISM
Summer
MAJORS
videographer positions. Individuals wanted to shoot
partner
Tutor/Study
camp videos. Get a
summer
MAT 122 in
wanted
get paid!
experience,
job, get
Pittsfield/Newport area. Call
37
800-284-84
TV
Camp
Linda Cowan at 938-3000.
Summer Job $220 pr week+
room and board. The earliest
you apply the better chance of
getting the job! Call Bill Picard
at 581-7170 as soon as you
can for more information about
the job, and/or look at my new
http://
at
page
web
www.umcs.maine.edu/
-captainp/

TEACH ENGLISH ABROAD! No
language experience required. Live
in Prague, Budapest, Tokyo, etc.
Earn up to $45/hour. Ca11919-9187767 ext. W177.
CRUISE LINES HIRING- Earn to
$2000+/mo. plus free world travel
(Europe, Caribbean etc) No exp.
necessary. 919-918-7767 ext C177
(Member, Better Business Bureau
CARE Program)

stop by
the 4th floor chadbourne hall for your
classified ad
CRUISE LINES HIRING- Earn to $2000+
/mo plus free world travel (Europe,
Caribbean, etc.) No exp. necessary.
(919)918-7767,ext. C177.(Member
Better Business Bureau Care Program.)

Miscellaneous
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. will be
presenting "Our Environmental Destiny" in Hauck Auditorium Thursday April 10th at
7:00pm. Sponsored by the
Guest Lecture Series. Free to
the Public.
A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING
FREE MONEY FOR COLLEGE! 1800-263-6495 Ext. F50676(We are
a research & publishing company).
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy? We'll
help. Free Pregnancy Test 942-1611
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS, SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORED!! NO
REPAYMENTS, EVER!!! $$$
CASH FOR COLLEGE $$$ FOR
INFO. 1-800-243-2435
White Water Rafting Trip!!!!
Penobscot River, April 27th, Cost
$77, Contact Joe Cousins at 5817626 for more information.
Free Income Tax Assistance,
Thursdays from 3:30- 5:30 at
217 Corbett Business Building.
Bring 1040's and 1099's (for
interest and dividends), and
other information concerning
income and deductions. For
information call 581-1982. Program is sponsored by the IRS.
Been volunteering? Want to get recognized? Let VOICE know. 1-1796

Geddy's What's going on
Wed .50 bottles .75 half yards
Thurs .25 drafts 1.50 pitchers first
25 free T's Fake Orgasm Contest
Fri. Buck Night 1.00 pints/wells/
Sat
bottles Best Body Contest
with
party
Come
.50 well drinks
SAE Leadership conference
WHITEWATER RAFTING IN
MAINE! Student group discounts
for April + May. Unicorn Outdoor
Adventures 800-UNICORN.
Looking for the absolute best deal
in a digital satellite?? -Up to 15
free movie chans -1st yr. FREE!!
866-3943
Join STUDENT ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COALITION! We
meet Thursdays at 4pm in the
Hamm Room in the Union.
Come to the BLOSSOM BALL,
semi-formal, April 12th, 9pm lam, York Commons, $5 per
person. Proceeds go to Charity,
BARTEND with University
Bartending. 50% Studentdiscount,
on campus classes starting soon!
Call 1-800-U-CAN-MIX for info.
Money for College We can help you
obtain funding. Thousandsofawards
available to all students. Immediate
qualification 1-800-651-3393

personals
This Saturday, April 5...The Union
Board presents: The Memorial
Union And Carnival!!! See our ad
inside and be sure to show up!

for
sale
For Sale 27" color floor model RCA
Television. Paid $850.00 2 yrs. old
$400.00 takes it. Gary L. Martin 8270279 between 10:00am + 11:15pm.
1992 Chevy Cavalier runs great,
high mileage. $995 OBO. Call
Sherry wkdays at 581-1356 or 4696733 eve/wkends
Orono, prime professional, up to
13,000sq.feet space. Available July
1. Call 866-4425 between 8am-5pm
Ski lift tickets for Sale: 2 adult
passes @ Sunday River -good
through April 6th 2 for 1 price/
great deal. Call 942-2103

lost &
found
Lost Diamond earring and Diamond
jacket if found please please call
and leave message for Julie Smith
at 581-2319 reward
Lost- Residential Landscape Design Book. WLM written on side.
Lost 3/28. Please call 827-8173 if
found. Thanx.
•••••••••••••••••
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